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Funds, woods saved; Staffcut
By John Crouch
Last week Gov. George Allen signed
bills that undid college budget cuts and
kept the state from selling Lake Matoaka
and the College Woods without the consent of the legislature and n\'o-thirds of
W&M 's Board of Visitors. Allen narrowed the Woods bill. which originall
protected all W&M property.
Allen also broadened the Workforce
Transition Act to offer bonuses to induce

W&M faculty and staff to quit. They
would not be replaced and W&M could
not keep the resu lting savings. Colleges
will have to decide this Friday whether to
accept resignation s under the Act. but
they will n~t find out until later th is month
whether the positions will be eliminated
permanently.
The legis lature wi ll vote on whether to
override Allen 's changes this Wednesday, April 5.

ABA reaccreditation team
visits, talks to students
By Mario A. Pacella
As a part of their t"vo and a half day
vi it to M- W, the combined ABA and
American Association of Law Schools
teams spoke with a group of students
Thur da), 1arch 30. Aft r a brief mtroduction to the pro ess, the examiners li stened to what students had to say about
the schooL In addition, members of the
team posed a couple of questions, which
sparked a great deal of discussion among

the few students there. including Charlie
Johnson (3L). Ted Atkinson (3L). Daniel'
Bames (2L), and Llezelle Dugger 3L).
The session lasted almost two hours.
Wayne McCo1l11ack, Professor.ofLaw
from th ' ni\ ersity of ltah. stal1ed th e
discussion . He explained that the Neil Lewis (2L) and Alan Duckworth (3 L) undergo favorable makeol'ers at the
C Sumo Suit Wrestling last Satu rday night. Duckworth came to see 3L Ted
reaccreditation proces began before comAtkinson
get pounded. but becam e the victim him self when Atk inson failed to
ing to Williamsburg beginning with a box
sho,,' up. " I was tired," Atkinson explai ned. Duckworth won both rounds; Lewis
See ABA on 7 was handicapped by wearing socks in the first ro und.

Lawyer nurtures hope for 21 st century Africa
By Michael A. Mattison
Throu ghout his life. Michael
E.I\1. Sud Jrkasa. Esq. was confronted with the negative images
of Africa constantly displayed in

the media. This created in him
the des ire to "want to illuminate
Africa and the positive notion s
of it."
Thus. Sudarkasa founded,

and serves as president of. 2 1st
Century Africa In .. a firm whi ch
advises U.S. comranies on trade
and in ve tm en! in Africa. He
spoke to an audience of M - W
students at Tyler Hall on Monday, March 20 ..
Sudarkasa, a lead ing author-

itv on Trade and Inve tm nt on
the Afri an co ntinent. is Chair of
the African Law Committee of
the AB . and has been featured
in variou articles in The Wash ing/on Post. Eb OJ ~)' Maga::ine.
and Black EI1I 'prise !If 19a::.ine

as well as other publications.

udarka a, whose mother is
originally from Ghana, had lived
in Ghana until he was five years
old, when the fa mil: mov!"d to
the nited tates . Hi s interest in
Africa was not only encouraged

See AFRICA on 6

Future interests, First Amendment
probably to shrink, not disappear
By John Crouch
Property and Con titutional
La\\' will be reduced by two hours
to one -semester. fo ur - hour
courses next fall. and professors
have made tentati\'e plans on
which topics to eliminate or cut
back.
Future interestsprobab lY 'wi ll

-

--

Ilil

Michael E. M. Sudarkasa, Esq.

not be eliminated complete ly. as
was predicted earlier. Professor
Neal Devins plans not to teach
the First Amendment per se. but
will sneak it in to di scussions of
other subjects. Pro fessor M i hael
Gerhardt ,viii probably cut most
of it. .
Gerhardt is now tea hing a

one-se mester Con Law course as
a isiti-ng professor at Cornell. "I
think people here are prett. · happy
with it," he said.
A II teachers agre d th ey

See COURSES on 12

Food cart leaves for Tennis Center
By Caroline Boutwell
The 1arriott food cart has
left the la\\' -choo l. and beginning today, Apr il 3. it will be
open dai ly in the ne\I' Tennis
Center. A cording to Dean Con nie Galloway. Marriott agreed to
provide the food c rt service thi
year. "with the understanding that

they would be in the Tennis Center" after it opened.
Galloway said that 1arriott
approached the law scllo I administrati n approximately fi \'e
years ago with the idea of providing food en' ices within the
law s hool. However. the law
school building i not "designed

for f; od service." and the building lacks the refrigeration and
storage space ne e- ary to support a profitable food en·ice.
The e problems with the law
chool building rented a situation in which Marriott was forced

See FOOD on 5
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Out -Of OUf Heads

From the Editor's Desk
Public Service Fund (PSF)
Pledge Week runs from Monday, April3 through Friday, April
7 _ During that time period, PSF
volunteers will be situated in the
lobby taking your pledges, which
involves donating a day of your
summer earnings or whatever
yo u can afford to PSF.
Those are the facts_ As most
of yo u already know, PSF is MW's extraordinarily successful
fundraising organization_ It provides stipends to students working in public interest positions
which would otherv"ise be unpaid_ Last year, students who
received stipends worked in the _
Abuse and Neglect Division in
the D_C. government, legal aid
offices, Commonwealth Attorney offices, and numerous other
positions.
The level of support that the
law school community provides
to PSF is virtually unprecedented
elsewhere _ At other schools of
comparable size, similar organizations struggle to raise one-third
of what we are able to achieve
here That said , Pledge Week is

a vital last step in the yearly
fundraising process. This year
PSF has announced that it seeks
to achieve full participation
among the law students.- Even if
you can only give $5 , it will be
greatly appreciated when it
comes time to hand out stipends __
If you can afford $50, this year's
PSF T-shirt is included. The
theme, "G ive a Day of Wages,
Receive a World of Thanks" is
printed on the back with the PSF
logo on the front Pledges are
not due until the fall.
The main question on the
minds of students applying for
PSF stipends is whether everyone who applies will receive
funding_ Last year, with over
$30,000 raised PSF funded 18
students. Yet, several students
who were willing to dedicate their
summers were not given funding. Although PSF has had a
record year to date in fundraising,
Pledge Week is crucial toward
assuring that no one goes unfunded_ The number of students

By Doug Steinberg
The military 's gay ban, also
known by the misnomer of the
"don 't ask, don ' ttell" policy, has
received a serious setback in
federal court. And rightfully so.
Judge Nickerson, in the Eastern
District of New York, decided
the policy was unconstitutional
even under a rational basis scrutiny test.

I am not surprised. When I
first started work for Servicemembers Legal Defense Network, a non-p'rofit organization
dedicated to protecting the rights
of service members who are perceived gay, my boss described
the new "don ' t ask, don ' t tell
policy" as the old policy simply
dressed up in drag like a cheap
ho"oker. I quickly learned from

onjob experience that the policy
Bill Clinton's staff of wonder
kids dreamed up was not even
vaguely similar to the policy he
tried to placate the American
public with back in the summer
of 1992. During that summer I
personally saw this policy arbitrarily destroy th,e careers and

See GAYS on 8

Natural Law

See PSF on 16
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VfX<ING l-tiS AP(tUJrf£ AR!:JJ/t1(jj(, ANfJ rll1S fH£ wr<~(;;
twr10N ON fHE COURfftooPt 2., Cl)fJsot£.
Letters
Dear Editrix:
I was deeply gratified to see
that the AmiclIs had extensive
coyerage of the IBRL Student
Division symposium. "How
Much God in the Schools?"'
Henry Jardine's story was brilliantly written. a were se\'eral
other related stories in the March
20 issue_ Unf0l1unately. I could
not help but notice that there
\\-ere some inconsistencies between three of the stories that
appeared:
The Bill of Rights Institute.

Student Division was the sponsor of the "How Much God in
the Schools?" symposium. as
was correctly reported on page
1. The Bill of Rights Journal was
not the sponsor as was incorrectly reported on page 4.
Conyersely, the Bill of Rights
JOl,lrnal was the sponsor of the
"Access v. Privacy" symposium,
as was correctly reported on page
I. not the " How Much God"
symposium. as was incorrectly
reported on page 4.
-adine Strossen spoke at the
"How Much God" Symposium.

as was correctly reported on page
I and she also spoke earl ier that
same day about pornography. as
",,-as correctly reported on page 4
(but these wer~ two otherwise
unrelated events).
I am a 2L, as was correct I .
reported on page 4: conversely, I
am not a 3L. as was incorrectly
reported on page I _
I know all those Rights, Bill's,
L's and stuff can be terribly confusing . but I hope I have been
able to clear things up.
-Peter Owen (2L)
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Committees to render judgement on abroad programs,journals
By Sarah Newman
The new Committee on Law
Reviews met for the first time
two weeks ago to discuss their
plan for implementing the goals
set forth by Dean Krattenmaker
concerning funding and academic credit for M-W law reviews. At this initial meeting,
the committee decided to gather

information about the current Committee has been responsible
situation ofM-W law reviews, as for decisions regarding credit for
well as exploring the practices at journal work.
The notion of~ studentreprepeer schools.
The Committee also resolved . sentative on the Committee was
to attempt to work with the stand- also raised, and will be discussed
ing Curriculum Committee in ex- in later meetings. Committee
amining the current proposals of Chair and Vice Dean Jayne
the Environmental Law and Barnard advised thatinput of stuPolicy Journal. In the past, the dents both on and not on law
reviews will be sought in making
Curriculum

Profs Habitat for
Humanity build
,

.

r-'-'-~-'-'-',-~~-,-,-,~,-~~~-,~-,~,-~~
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Cha.;.nell-o's

This year Habitat for Humanity commemorates
its 10th anniversary on the Peninsula. The organization attracts a broad cross-section of vo lunteers

(
[

fmm,lIw,lksoflif' , inoiudingpmf<ssion,ls. L,wyers, among them several W & M law school faculty
and graduates, have extended their resources to help
build Habitat houses. In April, Lawyers in Support
of Peninsula Habitat for Humanity presented a seminar entitled "Survival Guide to Will and Estate
Matters: Peace of Mind in Your Practice." The
seminar was held at the Omni Hotel in Newport
ews and was approved by the Virginia State Bar
for four hours of continuing legal education credit,
including two hours of ethics credit. All proceeds
from the program went to Peninsula Habitat.
Organization for the presentation was initiated
last summer by Professor Paul Marcus and a group
of practicing lawyers, including M-W graduates Bill
Batts, Paula Caplinger, and Len Heath. Marcus, a
criminal justice special ist at our school since 1992
moderated a panel discussion dealing with the ethical issues involved in trust and estates law . The
panel of judges included Walter 1. Ford, Robert P.
Frank, and M- W graduates Lydia C. Taylor and
Wilford Taylor. Professor John Donaldson also
participated, speaking on ethical issues for trust and
estate lawyers. The seminar provided an excellent
opportunity for judges, administrators, lawyers, and
professors to meet and discuss tough issues raised in
the area.
Marcus, a former member of the Peninsula
Habitat for Humanity Board of Directors, saw an
opportunity to create a unique public service arm for
the local bar. "Lawyers in this community felt
~trongly that we as professionals could provide an
educational service to our colleagues while giving
financial support forthe wonderful building projects
of Habitat." The organizing lawyers expressed
gratitude for the assistance received from the College and several students. A large number of private
contributors, the law school. and all the bar associations in the region contributed to the great success of
the project.
Currently, Habitat is working on an all womanbuilt house to be known as "Lilly's Pad." Women
are primarily funding the project as well. Andrea
Phelps ('94), an associate with Payne. Gates, Farthing & Radd in Norfok is the Project Chair for
"Lilly's Pad." Andrea says The house is m~deled
after two other all woman-built houses also in -orfolk , appropriately named the "House that Jill Built
I & II." Phelps became involved with Peninsula
Habitat for Humanity as a 3L when the Peninsula
Executive Director. Lorraine Austin. gave a speech
at her church .
See HOMES on l4
Phelps is cur-

of this .committee include
Barnard and Professors Collins,
Coven Koch, and Levy. The
committee is chaired by Professor Linda Malone, who is currently on leave. Accord ing to
Barnard , this committee will
meet for the first time this summer. Programs for s'tudy abroad
forthe Summer 1995 session will
not be affected.

decisions. The Committee will
meet again this month.
Krattenmaker also recently
appointed a Committee on the
Summer Abroad Programs that
"should review the mission of
our summer abroad programs
and, from that base, layout a
strategic plan for the future including standards for adding or
deleting programs." Members

~
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By Lee Ranieri
recent memory" that the selecThe fina:! round of the Na- tion process has been in student
tional Trial Teqm competition hands. The sixteen 2Ls selected
was held on the morning of Sat- for the Team will compete next
urday, March 25, and although 'year in tournaments across the
David Dawson (2L) might not country, in cities such as Norhave won the battle, he won the folk, Chicago, and Pittsburgh,
war. In a close contest decided Although the sixteen Team memon the competitors ' perfor- bers were selected months ago,
mances rather thari the merits of the subsequent competition
the tried oase, Dawson prevailed rounds determine team ranking.
over fe II 6'* finalist Krista Griffith Team ranking determines the
(2L) to receive the selection priority order in which team
members select which tournatournament's highest accolade.
Dawson is the first student in ments they will attend .
For this final round of the
years - perhaps ever - to win the
incoming team ' s top ranking selection competition, the judge
through a full mock trial compe- was Walter Felton, M-W faculty
tition. Until last term , members member and Deputy Attorney
of the National Trial Team had General for the State of Virginia.
been selected from the Trial Ad- The jurors consisted of a local
vocacy class by faculty mem- attorney and current Trial Team
bers. Senior members of the member Gil Bartlett. Dawson
team , however, were successful represented the plaintiff (3L
at establishing a new selection Llezelle Dugger) in the tort case,
process in which new members with Griffith representing the
were selected by the currentteam. defendant (3L Ted Atkinson),
The tournament, which is mod- The trial lasted an hour and a
elled afterthe Moot Court Team 's half, with each competitor conselection competition, was be- ducting direct examinations,
gun in November. Earlier on, cross examinations , opening
students were judged only on an statements, and closing stateopen ing statement and cross-ex- ments. After about twenty minamination . Recent rounds have utes of deliberation, Dawson was
consisted of comp lete mock tri- announced the winner b Felton,
als,
who noted that Griffith and
According to the Team's cur- Dawson had both performed
rent Chief Counsel, 3L John well , and that the decision was a
Rotter, this is the first time "in difficu lt one:

_. .
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Te'a'rri"... co'm':'e ti tion

Winner Dave Dawson and runner-up K rista G riffith hold tr io phies flanked by T r ial Team
members Bryan Fratkin (left) and Charles Johnson (right)
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Law review reVIewers
have
•
several th ings In mind
By Sar ah Newman
A committee to review the
M-W academIC journals met this
week with several goals in mind ,
According to a memo from Dean
Krattenmaker,
the
new
committee's job will be to " establish policies and procedures
for (a) approving new law reviews; (b) awarding credits, both

r---------------------------------------------------------~

FILM DEVELOPING
Second set of prints

FREE

m~or

paper
and academic
hour, for law
review participation;(c)faculty -oversight
of established
law reviews ;
and (d) re source allocation among
law reviews."
The com-

mittee was formed at the request reviews.
ofthe faculty after concerns were
Members of the Committee
raised about the present lack of on Law Reviews include Professtructured policies in dealing with sors Schaefer, LeBel, Douglas,
the handful of law reviews atM- Dickerson and Liz Jackson. The
W.
Committee chair is Vice Dean
These issues were brought to Jayne Barnard, She stated there
the forefront last year after The is no need for students "to worry
Journal o/Women and Law and ab out" what the committee's
The Bill of Rights Journal both decisions might mean for their
came forward last year with pro- journals, adding that the
posals seeking school credit for Committee's work "mayor may
work on their respective publi- not result in new po licies.'
Barnard explained the overall
cations.
The proposals of both jour- . goal is to "streamline" the pronals were accepted by the Cur- cesses that the journals go
riculum Committee, but the through for credit approval, sufaculty felt that the law school pervision, etc. in order "to make
needed to form some more de- [them] work most efficiently,"
The Committee will estabfinitive policies and standards to
determine when to allow journal lish a time line for implementing
work to provide academic credit any new decisions at their initial
and other areas of managing the meeting on Thursday, April 6.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Ask for "Local Lab" and get Second Set
Free along with Low Prices -~ when
brought in on Wednesday.

24 exp oKodacolor $4.95
WITH STUDENT to,

Massey's
Camera Shop
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET
WILLIAMSBURG, VA .• PHONE 229-'" 18)

"Deli Night" to benefit W&M Bone Marrow Drive
.
-Thursday, April 13
Special ."·Mystery" Guest Bartender
From 11 a.m. t02 a.m., proceeds will go to fund
W&M Bone Marrow Sampling to be held
Wednesday, April 19, 9 a.ln. to ~ p.m.
in Trinkle Hall, Campus Center
F9r more information call Tara Adams, 221 -6119
Green Leafe Cafe • 220-3405
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My .'s~mmer vacation with PSF: .Too close to death
By L1ezelle Agustin Dugger
The sentence was death.
Although it took over a year for the
case to go to trial, I still was not prepared
for the sentence rendered by the jury on
March 3, 1995. Everyone on the defense
team knew it would be a victory if we
could get a life sentence, but it still felt
like a punch in the stomach.
The murder occurred in December of
1993 in a small rural county of Virginia.
Later that month a minor was charged
with the capital murder. Two attorneys
were assigned to defend the minor, and
the ordeal began.
I came into the case during the summer of 1994 as a Public Service Fund
Fellow. Discovery had started, and the
defense team was fighting to keep the
defendant within the jurisdiction of the
Juvenile Court. After a couple of appeals
and remands, Steve Roach was indicted

for capital murder in the Circuit Court of
Greene County, Virginia.
I spoke with Steve Roach several times
over that summer, both on the phone and
in person. He was not what I .expected.
The lasting impression I had of him was
of a likable young man who had not
learned that every act had its consequences. He was 17 when he allegedly
shot Mary Ann Hughes, a 70-year-old
neighbor. When the case went to trial,
Steve was 18.
The summer I spent as part of the
defense team affected me in ways I did
not expect. I worked for the lead counsel,
David L. Heilberg, and he loved to delegate meaningful tasks to law students. I
never had to worry that all I would get. to
do was busy work. Instead, I found myself at the center of trial preparation: interviewing witnesses talking with the
private investigator, developing a of trial

theory, etc.
All the bases had to be covered motions filed, procedures followed, t s
ccossed, and i's dotted - to make sure
there were no violations of Steve Roach ' s
due process rights .
Although I had to return to school and
no' longer had day-to-day contact with the
case, I made sure I was in Greene County
when the case came to trial during the
week of Feb. 27. The case was scheduled
to last a\1 week. Monday was spent doing
voir dire ; it took the entire day to empanel
ajury. Opening statements began Tuesday morning. The trial lasted until Thursday. The jury came back with a guilty
verdict Thursday evening. The sentencing part of the trial took most of Friday,
and the jury sentenced Steve Roach to
death on the afternoon of Friday, March
3, 1995.
It still amazes me that the guilt phase

of the trial lasted less than a week. Over
a year of trial preparation was reduced to
a week of testimony and argument. I
cannot help comparing this case of an
unknown minor in an unknown rural
county of Virginia to what is happening in
Los Angeles, Cal ifornia. . One day to
empanel ajury and about four days to go
through over 30 witne.sses. Justice is
swift in Virginia.
My experience with the capital mur- .
dercase is one I w ill not forget. I hope that
I never have to defend a capital murder
defendant - at least not in the first twenty
years of my career.
The strain on Mr. Heilberg and his cocounsel, Peter L. McCloud, and theirfamilies was enormous - emotionally ,
physically, and mentally. I d9 not know if
I could do what they did and keep my
sanity. My hat' s off to the attorneys who
can.

Lawyer/professor panel discussion bags the Simpson.trial
By Stephen King
A panel of lawyers and law
professors agreed that the
Simpson trial has been unusually long, the attorneys have been
unusually misbehaved and the
race issue may not be as important as the media has made it out
to be.
Sharon Co les-Stewart, a lawyer in private practice from Newport News , Professors Jim
Moliterno and John T ucker,
joined Professor Paul Marcus in
a brown bag lunch discussion of
the interminable and obtrusive
Simpson trial. A fairly good mix
of students and members of the
community came out to satisfy
their OJ. craving, some showing poorly veiled partisan support in the questions they directed
towards the panel members.
Moliterno said he wanted to
"congratulate the panel and those
attending for having the courage
to say they are interested in the
OJ. trial." .
. Marcus began the discussion
by asking the panel members
what has been most striking about

FOOD from 1
to carry its supplies to and from
M-W on a daily basis. This,
combined with the cost of staff,
caused Marriott to lose money in
its law school serv·ices.

the Simpson trial thus far. ColesStewart pointed to the apparently limitless resources being
expended on the trial. She characterized the trial as "a caricature of the crimina l trial process,"
which Simpson 's wealth has exacerbated. The normal murder
trial will last one or maybe two
days . The longest one that Co lesStewart has seen in her practice
lasted two weeks. The length of
the Simpson trial has by contrast
been outrageous.
John Tucker claimed he was
"dubious of the prosecution strategy." According to hinl, the prosecution has spent too much time
and effort in anticipating the
defense's case, such as the race '
·Pf!lr:rOw~1I
Dream Team II: Prof. Ma rcus, Sharon Coles-Stewart, Esq, Profs Tucker and Moliterno
issue, or the mishandling of the
investigation and in doing so television audience. He pointed being ignored in all the focus on that the race issue could cut ei "giving weight"to a red herring." to Rosa Lopez, w.ho wanted to the racial composition of the jury. ther way. For example, percepMoliterno felt that the most leave for El Salvador but was
The media has been doing a tion of Simpson's neurosis as a
striking characteristic of the trial detained by the trial.
careful bod count ofjurors based blackman with a white wife could
was how hard the system can be
Tuckerdoubted that Simpson upon race and gender, making give weight to the prosecution 's
on those who have to get in- will be acquitted simply because sure that an changes in the ra- case in the eyes of the jury.
volved. Individuals who were -there are blacks on the jury. "Ju- cial and gender composition are
Black jurors may also give
not defendants, investigators or rors, regardless of race, take their accounted forwhen ajurordrops the benefit of the doubt to the
victims have had to spend days jobs very seriously. " Other per- out of the trial.
prosecution rather than Simpson
on_the stand before a national sonal characteristics ofj urors are
Coles-Stewart p~inted out in an attempt to avoid thecharacterization of having made a racedec isi on
said
"No one had contacted any- serve the law school, the gradu- in the past, but due to ' the high oriented
one here to say when [the cart] ate housing complex, and pa- costs of bringing food to the Coles-Stewart.
school and the lack of refrigeraTucker felt it was odd to see
was leaving," says Galloway, al- trons of the tennis center.
Galloway is unaware of any tion and storage space, the law lawyers showing so much open
though its disappearance is "consistent' with Marriott's plans to plans for a law school food ser- school is not an attracti e site for personal animosity towards one
another. Lawyers need to learn
relocate to the Tennis Center. vice in the future . The adminis- most food service providers.
The explored options in- to control anger and emotion to
The new service is designed to tration had explored otheroptions
cluded a plan to bring Prince prevent losing a semblance of
George Espresso and Roastery objectivity. " Ito should have put
onto campus; unfortunately, this a stop to it early," said Tucker.
plan failed.
Additionally, the lawyers have
For the students and faculty performed poorly on cross-exwho miss the convenience of the amination . Rather than trying to
food cart, there appears to be' convince the jurors that a witlittle comfort in the new Tennis ness is a liar the cross-examiner
Center service. Lori Kline (3L) would d~ better to try to conspoke for many when she said, vince them that the witness is
"A day without the lunch cart is simply mistaken as to what he or
.
a day without sunshirie:'
she perceived.

FacuIty slakes mighty thirst

Would the professor( s) who borrowed four (4) bottles ofthe
Amicus's hearty homebrewed ale from the faculty refrigerator at least return the refillable bottles, and perhaps a
publishable 1700-word.essay on the topic of atonement and
the ethical ramifications of the whole .sordid.affair?
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Law Watch
By Jon Sheldon
Over-Educated Car Thief
William & Mary law studentJeff Almeida
had his 1991 Chevy Blazer stolen the
week of March 20. The police found the
car abandoned and partially wrecked sev~
eral days later, and then found the perpetrator the following day. The thief, a
Hampton , Va., juvenile, was much chagrined to find that he had left some incriminating evidence in the back seat: a
library book that he had checked out,
, The Life and Times of Franklin Pierce."
"Don't Ask" Unconstitutional
A New York federal judge cast out President Clinton's " Don't ask, don ' t tell"
policy. (D. Steinberg).
Lotus 1-2-3 Loses To Quattro
Menu choices such as "Copy" and " Print"
that a user selects from a men'u hierarchy
can be characterized as a " method of
operation," said the 1st Circuit, and are
thus excluded from copyright protection.
(US Law Week, March 21; Lotus v.
Borland, CA I, No. 93-2214, 3/9/95). .
Christian Group Must Allow NonChristian Leaders
A school board did not vio late federal
law, including the First Amendment, when
it conditioned use of its facilities by the
" Wa lking on Water" bible study group on
the group ' s waiving its rule requiring

AFRICA from 1
at home but grew while he attended the
University of Michigan , where he majored in English butalso took many courses
in African and Afri'can-American Studies.
The summer after his first year at
Harvard Law School, Sudarkasa travelled
to the Ivory Coast. Wh i Ie learn ing French,
he witnessed a middle class African envithe
ronment that received little play
American media. " I saw people doing
basically the same things people did back
in the States ... I saw people living in cities
and working nine to five jobs." It quickly
dawned on Sudarkasa that the Africa he
had seen in the American media left a lot
to be desired when compared to the reality. This of course is the case with any
country known only through the media,
but is particularly true of Africa where the
negative media images are so broad and
far rang ing .
Consequentl y. the lack of U.S. business in vestm ent on the continent is largely
because of negative perceptions which if
not outrightly fa lse. unfairly stigmatize
the entire continent. " Busiliess people
looked at U. S. soldiers being dragged
through the street[in Somalia] and wondered. 'Who's going to buy my product?' remarked Sudarkasa. Many
Americans are exposed to only the ail ments of a few African countries' and
attribute those percept ion s to the entire
ontinent. maintains Sudarkasa.
U. on finishing law school. Suct'arkasa
worked for a 1iami la\\' firnl. all the while
wondering ho\\' he could conne t Africa
t his career. "\\,l1ile I was in Miami a

rn

officers to be Christians, a federal court
ruled. (US Law Week, March 21 ; Hsu v.
Roslyn, DC ENY, No. CV-94-0659, 2/
21 /95).
Forced Abortion and Sterilization Not
Sufficient for Asylum
A Chinese couple that sought asylum
because the wife was forced to abort her
third pregnancy and the husband was required to be sterilized is not "persecution
on the basis of political opinion" under
the Immigration and Nationality Act ru led
the 4th Circuit. (US Law Week, March
2 I; Chen v. Carroll, CA 4, No. 94-1694,
3/6/95).
Religious Freedom Act Unconstitutional
Congress encroached on the judiciary;
violating separation of powers doctrine,
when it passed the RFRA in an attempt to
fo rce legislatures to present a compelling
interest when passing generally applicable laws that incidentally burden religion, a federal court ruled. Other federal
courts have held otherwise. (US Law
Week, March 21; Flores v. Boerne, DC
WTexas, No. SA-94-CA-042I ,3/13/95).
Firing Threat Not Coercion under Fifth
Police officers that had to make the
" Hobson 's choice between self-incrimination and forfeiting [their] means oflivelihood" when they were faced with taking

a lie-detector test or losing their jobs in a dants with one and two felonies are refuscriminal investigation did not have their ing plea bargains to avoid the mandatory
privilege against self-incrimination vio- 25-to-life sentence. The Rand Corp. has
lated held the 4th Circuit. (US Law estimated that three-strikes could cost
Week, March 21; Wiley v. Baltimore, CA California $6.5 billion a year to enforce.
. (The National Law Journal, April 3).
4, No. 94-1892, 3/3/95).
DUI Double Jeopardy Defense Works
Juvenile Court Goes Public
The Georgia legislature has decided to in VA
give the public access to juvenile court Suspensio,n of a drivers license followed
proceedings in cases of violent crimes by a trial under criminal charges is double
and repeat offenders in reaction to the jeopardy because the suspension is punincrease of crime by juvenile offenders. ishment, Judge George W. Harris held in
(National Law Journal, March 27).
dismissing charges against a Dur defenLawyers·Not Needed
dant in Roanoke. (Virginia Lawyers
.
Home buyers in New Jersey no longer are Weekly) .
required to have a lawyer to close a real " Do-gooders and Pointy Heads" Lose
estate deal, said the state Supreme Court. A federal judge who called environmen(National Law Journal, March 27).
talists "do-gooders and pointy heaus" has
Sanctions Against Lawyer in Sexual dismissed the government' s suit attemptHarassment Case
ing to clean up DDT dumped in the ocean.
The lawyer for a maid who claimed that The judge called DOl s arguments "popthe owner of Arby' s and RC Cola sexu- pycock.' (USA Today).
ally harassed her by giving her a gift of Whatever
panties while she worked for him faces Donna Zahid, founder of a national suppossible sanctions because the defense port group for parents whose children are
traced the label on the underwear, prov- abducted by ex-spouses has been arrested
ingthat the underwear was manufactured for kidnapping her son - she left Virginia
after the maid left the millionaire ' s em- without notifying the father. (USA Toploy. (The National Law Journal, April day) .
3; Vargas v.Peltz, 94-8041 (S.D. Fla.».
Red Hearts, Yellow Moons, Green CloBlackwidow
vers & Blue Diamonds
Jill Coit, who has been married I I times Color, like shapes and sounds, can be
to nine men, was convicted March 17 of trademarked when it closely identifies a
torturing and killing her ninth husband. brand or product, the U. S. Supreme Court
One ofCo it's fonner husbands is a lawyer ruled unanimously. (Qualitex v. Jacobson,
who helped her avoid prosecution in the 1995 WL 128239 (March 28».
shooting death of her third husband. (The Intermittent Wipers Worth Millions
National Law Journal, April 3).
Robert Keams, inventor of intennittent
windshield wipers, was awarded $21 milThree-Strikes Clogging Courts
Los Angeles County has reported a 3 I lion from Chrysler Corp. for his 1963
percent increase in felony trials from the creation, said the U.S . Supreme Court.
same period last year. The San Diego The Court also ruled, however, that Kearns
Superior Court has transferred six of 22 cannot stop automakers from using his
civil Judges to criminal trials as defen- invention. (USA Today).

friend from the Ivory Coast called me
about a position with the African Development Bank.' Sudarkasa spent two years
in West Africa learning about the development business. After this experience
Sudarkasa wrote The Aji-ican Business
Handbook: A Practical Guide to Business Resources/or US /A/rica Trade and
Investment.
The book filled a void in the business
community \vith infonnation' on Africa.
Its success sparked Sudarkasa' s fonnation of21 st Century Africa Inc., a develBy John Crouch
opment consulting firm based in
Courts Not Euro-Merged
Washington D.C. The firm ' s creation
The Maastricht treaty 'does not let a
was a result of Sudarkasa' s long desire
Pole, dispossessed by the Nazis, sue
" ...to do something positive in the way of
Gennany through its London embassy
African development and having measurin British courts, a London High Court
able success." The clients of2 I st Century
judge ruled. (London Times).
Africa Inc. are mostly small to medium
South Africa Freer than U.S.
sized American companies that desire to '
Police must give back documents seized
do business internationally for the first
when they searched Winnie Mandela ' s
time and are considering Africa.
house with an in alid warrant, a
Sudarkasa is very optimistic about
Johannesburgjudgeheld. Mrs. Mandela
prospects for the .future. He explained
is suspected of bribery. (London Times).
that as more American businesses have
Union Members Paid Less
access to the facts regarding African marEmployers may discriminate against
kets and stable political situations, the
union members, the Lords held. (Lonamount ofjoint \'entures between African
don Times).
and American companies will grow. The
Rebellion Against Brussels
result wil l be greater ai d in the developSark. one of the Channel Islands. is
ment of the entire confinent. He believes
refusing to pass bales oflegislation manthat even today when "aid for Africa is
dated by the European Union under the
under the microscope there a're more pri Maastricht treaty. The island is govvate sector resou rces than ever."
erned b'l.' a parliament of all its ubstanTho ugh generally U.S. compan ies
tial landowners. (London Times ).
"have litt le patience for development."
Not Too Late to Jail Red Slaye r
Sudarska is encouraged by the gradual
A Berlin appeals court upheld a jail
increase in in te rest and act ivi ty. He says.
sentence fora murder committed during
"The Southern Africa region will be hU""e:'
the Weimar period. The murderer was
and there's talk of a "Global African
Economic Community by _0_ -."

Law World
the former head of the East German
secret police. (London Times) .
Wealth is a Defense
An Oldenburg, Genn. court decided not
to sentence a habitual offender after he
won $1 875,000 in a lottery. It reasoned
that not being economically deprived
mighthelphimrefonn. (London Times).
Hunt Ban Illegal
A local government cannot ban hunting
on its land, Britain s Court of Appeal
ruled. (London Times).
Law as a Frolicking Detour
" English lawyers are so accustomed to
regarding their journe s through English
law as ifit was G.K. Chesterton ' s rolling
English road that the. do not always
appreciate that if the law was made simpler. their clients . bills would be smaller,"
said Law Commission chairman Sir
Henry Brooke .
Brooke wants to reform "large swaths
oftru-t law:' rental and criminal law that
are ·'antique. obscure and impenetrable"
because it costs an average of$2.400 an
hour to squabble oyer it, gi\ e confusing
jury instructions and then appeal the result. (London Tim e'!;).

News Briefs
International Judges Forum Speaker
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Judge Aundria Foster (' 82) of the Newport News Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Court will speak in the Moot Courtroom on Wednesday, Apri l 5 at 4 p.m. The topic
wi ll be "The Role of the Juvenile Judge in Protecting Children and Promoting Healthy
Families." An informal reception will follow in the lobby.

& Williams, will discuss research expectations ofjudges and law firm partners and the
use of information technology in a large firm setting. Public service librarians will
discuss research skills expected of new associates, andJesearch sources associates
should recognize. The infornlation and tips provided should make the summer
associate experience more beneficial.

Learn About PAC 2020 at Fundraiser

New Public Service Board Members '

PAC 2020, a nonpartisan student-run political action committee devoted to
reforming Social Security without delay, will hold a two band fundraiser Wednesday,
April 5 from 8:30 p.m. to midnight in the Cafe at the University Center.
The event is co-sponsored by the Republican Law Students, M- W Democrats,
College Republicans and the College Young Democrats. It will feature local band
"Kama Sutra" and a guest band. Admission is $3. Beer will be served.
PAC 2020 favors raising the retirement age and making Social security participation partially voluntary. The group estimates that the system will be bankrupt by 2020
if nothing is done. It was started by law students at Catholic University:

The Public Service Fund would like to welcome its new board members selected
from the 1L class: Mike Grable, Susan Ludi , Sue McCue, Ethan Smith, Jan Starkweather
and Cristin Zeisler.
Congratulations!

New Transcript Policy

The new members of the Executive Committee' of the 1995-96 Board of Directors
for Law Students lnvolved in the Community: Co-Chairs, Chris Johnson, Thea Hurt;
Treasurer, Leah Kah l; Secretary, Tim Hughes; Special Events Coordinator, David
Young.
Congratulations!

Beginning July 1, 1995 , a $5 fee will be charged for each official transcript ordered.
Payment may be made by cash or check when ordering in person. Such payments
should be made directly to the Cashiers at the Bursar' s Office.
Orders sent by mail must include payment in the form of a check or money order.
Please do not send cash in the mail. Credit cards are not accepted.
There will be no charge for unofficial academic summaries which are similar to the
grade report. A grade report usually contains additional information such as semester
by semester grade point average, runni ng grade point average, etc.
An official transcript from the College is printed on green and white paper and bears
the raised Seal ofthe College and the signature of the University Registrar. Transcripts
issued to students wi)1 bear the stamp, " Issued to Student.' Transcripts may not be
considered "official" un less sent directly from the issuing institution to the receiv ing
institution/agency.
Official transcripts usually are prepared and released within 3-5 work ing days. At
the beginning and at the end of a semester, however, the waiting period for a transcript
may be 10- 15 days.
Students are reminded that their accounts must be clear of all fines and fees before
a transcript will be released .
Faxed requests will not be accepted after July I, 1995.
Tran ~ cripts must be requested in writing and the student' s signature is required.
Request forms are available in Room lO8 or outside Room I 19, Registrar's Office, .
Blow Memorial Hall. Requests may be mailed to P.O. Box 8795, Williamsburg, VA
23187-8795.

Writers' Festival Features Plimpton, Others

A dministrative Law Review Has Selected New Board

George Plimpton, novelist Jayne Anne Phillips and poet Henry Taylor will
participate in the Patrick Hayes Writers ' Festival this weekend. Taylor and Phillips
will read from their works at 8 p.m. Friday, April 7. in Tidewater Room. A in the
University Center. Plimpton gives a "Discourse" at 8 p.m. on Saturday, April 8 in
Andrews Lecture Hall Room 101.

The Administrative Law Review is pleased to announce the selection ofth~ 199596 Editorial Board: Managing Editor, Frank. Lynch ; Project Editor. Jason Kelle ;
Student Articles Editor, Chris Shea; Issue Editors, Laura Connor, Bruce Harper, Diane
Preston . Congratulations !

Free Ice Cream
Ben & Jerry's is GIVING A WAY ice cream on Friday, April 7 from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m.

New Leaders for Bill.of Rights Journal
The William & Mary Bill a/Rights Journal is pleased to announce that the following
students have been selected to serve on the 1995-96 Editorial Board: Editor-in-Chief,
Marc Langlois; Managing Editor, Jeff Lamontagne; Executive Editor, Tim Kennedy;
Article Editors, Courtney Collins, Leah Kahl, Alison Tuley, RO'd Ingram , Jill Ryan ,
Emily Williams; Student Note Editor, Jim Cady; Research Editor, Nick Roegner;
Symposium Editor, Jared Carlson.
Congratulations!

New Board for Law Students Involved in the Community

Green Leafe Mystery Bartender Bone Marrow Drive

Last Day to Rectify Exam Conflict
Today, Monday, April 3 is the last day to hand in Exam Conflict Forms to Liz
Jacks.on: No exceptions!

Build Research Skills
The library is sponsoring a summer associates program scheduled for Wednesday,
April 12 from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Room 120.
Guest speakers The Honorable James R. Bradberrry, Magistrate Judge, Eastern
District of Virgin ia; Patrick Pettitt, Diamonstein & SaJey; and Frosty Owen, Hunton
to the report.
The student feedback began
of documents to decipher. The with a great deal of approval for
process, McCormack explained, the administration and facu lty.
" is a self-study with a little help ." Barnes praised the administraThe team of examiners served tion for a quick and professional
mainly to get infbrmation and response to an incident of sexual
impressions. Aftenvards they ' harassment between t,,' o stuwill compile a report for both dents.
organizations which will be sent
Atkinson spoke of the fairl y
to Dean Krattenmaker, President overwhelming support Moot
Su llivan, and the Board of Visi- Court has received. Atkinson
tors. Generally, faculty and stu- stated, "Dean Krattenmaker and
dents do not have access to such others take the time to look at a
a document. McCormack ad- problem and follow up very
mitted that if it were up to him, quickly." Students also commore members of the law school mented that they were pleased
community would have access that the administration has solic-

ABA from 1

On Thursday April 13 , the Green Leafe is featuring " Deli Night" with a mystery
guest bartender from 11 a.m . to 2 a.m . Twenty percent of proceeds will fund a blood
sampling for a database of potential bone marrow donors . (They take two vials of your
blood and keep it until they find a matching donee .) The sampling will be held on
Wednesday, April 19 in Trinkle Hall , Campus from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Blood sampling costs $45, but a federal matching funds program cuts the cost to
$22.50. It' s free for minorities due to their rare marrow.
The W&M student group which organized the fundraiser and drive has performed
2 000 tests and found eight donor matches so far.

ited student involvement concerning the direction of the institution .
After some provoking by the
examiners, the students discussed
their dissatisfactions with M-W.
Atkinson stated that the two biggest complaints about the school
is that there are not enough clinical courses and the consensus
that the Office of Career Planning and Placement (OCPP) is
understaffed.
All the students at the forum
concurred. Atkinson presumed
OCPP will improve when the
new assistant dean arrives. One
member of the team stated that

the ABA wants more clinical tory. On the plus side Dugger
practices offered in law schools. stated that during herthree ears,
According to the team, if clinical a week did not pass by when she
practices are to be done right, did not receive a hanging file
there would be a huge drain on drop with information of a mi faculty time.
nority job offering.
Other topics discussed inSome concern was expressed
cluded race relation admission regarding a universal honor s son c~mpus the honor system, . tern for the campus. In addition,
and the focus of OCPP.
students complained that OCPP
Students felt there has been caters mainly to pri ate law finns .
an impro 'ement with respect to The Examiner from University
race. Yet students agreed that of South Carolina stated that he
more ground needs to be cov- has encountered that complaint
ered. One student commented at every institution he has visthat only one black student has ited .
ever made Wilfiam and Mary
Law Review in the school' s his-
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GAYS from 2
the lives of thousands of service members
who wanted to serve their country.
In fact, the "don't' ask, don't tell"
policy allows the military commanders to
"ask." And they "ask" often. For in- '
stance, the military may ask a service
member about his or her sexual orientation as part of a security clearance interview. The "wrong" answer is usually
grounds for revocation of a clearance.
Since most servicemembers can't perform their jobs without a clearance, that
becomes grounds for a discharge.
Strangely enough the Defense
Department ' s own directives state that
the supposed security threat presented by
gays and lesbians may be mitigated by the
service member coming out to his or her
family, friends , and co-workers. This is
the exact kind of action that leads to a
discharge under the policy. I say "supposed security risk" because the Rand
Corporation recently reviewed every espionage case since World War II. Of 124
cases, the Rand Corporation cou ld not
find any individual who sold out his country due to blackmail regarding sexual
orientation. Incidentally, the study shows
that the vast majority of traitors don ' t do
it for politics either, but greed.
Service members are also " telling"
when they have no intention to tell any
one about their sex ual orientation. The
"don'task, don'ttell" policy hasso greatly
expanded the definition of homosexuaJity to the point of absurdity.
The new definition states that any act
or statem ent ofaservice member reasonab ly interpreted by a third party as statement that the individual is homosexua l is
grounds for a discharge. In oth er words.
a service member who is seen by a stranger
comingoutofacerta in barwhileshe isoff
d.ut y and a thousand miles away from her

base could be discharged by the military.
All the stranger would have to think is that
the service member must be queer because of the reputation of the establishment. I suppose it's just bad luck if she
stopped by the bar to get directions.
Don't laugh . Dishonest or unruly soldiers have often played the "gay card"
against unpopular officer or even competitors for promotions.
The Defense Department attempts .to
defend its policy under two grounds.
Neither are particularly rational so it probably explains the judge's decision . .
. The military is convinced that gay
service members' are likely to perform
gay acts, which is defined as conduct that
violates the military's sodomy law. Of
course, the military takes a blind eye to
the factthatthe sodomy law applies equally
to heterosexuals as well as gay and lesbi. ans and prohibits both oral and anal sex'.
A recent sex survey states that 93 percent
of all sexually active couples engage in
such sex.
General Colin Powell , a strong advocate for the policy and now retired, violates the sodomy just as severely as any
gay service member when he goes home
and has a little foreplay with his wife
before going to the missionary position.
Let' s face it; consensual sexual activity
betwee'n two adults just does not relate to
how someone is going to perform on the
job, in or out of the military .
The other explanation for the policy is
that the mere presence of known homosexuals in the ranks would be detrimental
to morale and unit effectiveness. Of course
the military ' s own actions demonstrate
th at the morale argument is false. During
the recent Persi an Gulf War, the military
discreetly suspended a ll disch arges and
investigations of perceived gays and sent
them to Desert Stoml. Ifgays were such
a threat to unit cohesion why would the
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military ever send a known homosexual racism head on . . lfheld classes on racial
to a place where morale and fighting sensitivity and actively targeted acts of
effectiveness was absolutely critical? The racism . It's too bad the rest of the country
answer is obvious. When the chips were doesn't do the same thing. Or even this
down the military had to abandon its own law school.
One may ask why anyone should care
propaganda. Of course after the war was
over, the military turned around and re- about gays in the military. 1 think that all
sumed discharging the same people who people, even people who believe that gays
had just served and fought for their coun- and lesbians are immoral, should ,stick up
for fair treatment of gays.
try. Nice way to treat a veteran, huh?
1 recently visited the Holocaust MuAnother example that discredits the
military's morale argument is the recent seum in Washington, D.C. The governtrial in Washington State involving Colo- ment of Nazi Germany started out by
nel Margrethe Cammermeyer. She is an restricting the rights of only politically
Army nurse who was awarded the Bronze unpopular group known as the Jews. Of
Star for her service in Vietnam and chal- course the Nazis didn ' t stop there. They
lenged the military gay ban under the old quickly restricted the rights of Gypsies,
policy. Her commander stated under'oath gays, Blacks (the children of French colothat it was the Army's attempt to dis- nial African soldiers who had children
charge Colonel Cammermeyer that was with German women during the postdisrupting his hospital, not the Colonel's W.W.I. occupation were forcibly sterilsexual orientation. He also stated that he ized) , union leaders, Socialists,
was proud to serve with her and hoped he Communists, Seventh Day Adventists,
could do so in the' future . The Judge the mentally I'etarded, political opponents,
and military prisoners (Russians, Poles,
agreed and reinstated her.
The military is also ignoring the fact Serbs, etc.). The Holocaust was truly an
that close NATO allies such as Canada, equal opportunity Holocaust. Before the
Denmark, and the Netherlands have German people knew it, their freedoms
dropped their gay bans without any ap- and many of their lives, disappeared in a
preciable change in discipline. Gays now wisp of smoke. Like it or not, once any
serve in U.S. fire departments, police de- group of people loses a particular right it
partments, and the F.B.I. with no known becomes much easier to do it to someone
change in unit morale.
else the next time.
The military could change ifit wanted
You don ' t think it could happen here?
to. Although there is as much homophobia Don ' t be so sure. Ask the Japanese who
in the military as there is in the rest of the were interned during World War II, the
country, the military has successfully re- NativeAmericans, or Americans who had
formed from its past bigoted behavior. the lives arbitrarily destroyed by two alBefore Truman integrated the military in coholics during the Roy Cohn, Senator
the 1950 ' s, the military was filled with McCarthy hearings of the 1950s.
Don ' t get me wrong. I love this counsouthern whites who hated AfricanAmericans. Today the military receives try and I am proud to be an American, but
awards from the NAACP for being one of not even the good old U.S. of A . has
the few employers in the country that has learned how to protect its citizens from
promoted minorities and removed its glass the darker, destructive side of human naceilings. The military did this by hitting ture.

Andrea Jaeger, Hardys, S~llivan open new Tennis Center
By Mike Crable
M-W has a new neighbor that
w ill be a boon to ten ni s-play in g
law studen ts but may be a majo r
headache fo r student parking.
The McCormack-Nagelsen Tenn is Center was dedicated and
opened this past weekend with '
speeches. tennis exhibitions. and
VI'orld Team Tennis matches featuring sen ior pros such as Andrea Jaege r. Roscoe Tanner. and
Ros Fai rbanks.
The Center is nam ed for the
husband and wife team of Mark
McCormack. W&M C lass of
1951 and Yale La\\' grad. and
Betsy Nagelse n. tennis tour pro
and commentator for various
networks. The Center combines
McCormack ' s interest in the
Co llege and Nage lsen's interest
in tennis.
It contain s six indoor tennis
courts. spectator galleries. locker
fac i Iities. the Intercollegiate Tennis Association Women 's Hall
of Fame. not nearly enough parking spaces. a facade of arched
\\ i n dO\~s designed to blend in

with the Gradplex and M- W. and
the Marriott Food Court. stolen
from M-W in tbe middle of the
night t\yO weeks ago.
In hi s remarks during the
dedication ceremony. W&M
President Tim Sulliyan stated his
belidthat the Cen ter' s opening
"\yil l mark a new era in the history of Willi am and Mary athletIC S ... .
Willi am and Mary is
destined to become the finest
small public uni versity in the
United States. and this includes
competing at the highest cal iber
of intercollegiate sports ." '
In addition to providing substantial support fo r the building
of the Center. McCornlack and
agelsen also have endowed a
scho larship for the W&M men ' s
tennis team and bought nine
chairs in tbe Center. one for each
of the coaches age lsen has
worked with during her professional career.
One of the driving forces behind construction of the Center.
according to Sull ivan. was the
belief that W&M was losing top

- S oralie H a 'H liJorlle

Mark McCormack and wife Betsy Nagelsen dedicated the McCormack-Nagelson Tennis Center
With ery reasonable student Valerie Hardy, Professor of Art
tenn is prospects to schoo ls with
better year-round playing condi- rates set at $6 per hour. the Cen- and wife of M-W Torts Profestions. The Center will enable ter should be ery popular with sor Trotter Hard. , has been commissioned to complete a painting
W &M' s tennis teams to practice law students.
Forthose of you still wonder- of the Center. McCormack and
year-round in \,'hat \ &M official Millie West has dubbed '·the ing why the law school nev,'spaagel sen that will be displayed
finest tenn is facility on the East per is coYering this opening there in the Center's foyer when it is
is one other m ajor connection: finished.
Coast.'·

Kr:qt.(~nmaker leave~

mediocre M- Wfor Keebler, page 6 -_
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Law Review: Cult or Something Worse?
By Bob the Private Dick
As a Private Dick, I've often been
called on to investigate the sordid underbelly of life here at M-W. From the
frightened menagerie of farm animals,
frantically trying to nibble their way out
of Prof. Devins ' s office - some bereft of
patches of fur - to Mike Homans, aka 3L
Mac Daddy, pimping out the young ladies
he purchased at the PSF Auction, in a
desperate effort to finance his education
on the backs oftheir supple flesh, I thought

I'd seen it all. That was until I got a whiff
of the moral putrescence wafting out of
the Law Reriew Office, or should I say
Nefarious Temple to All That is Unholy.
Rumors had been goin' round for a while,
like a pustulant sore that won ' t go away,
that things weren ' t kosher with the egghead crowd. My investigations have found
that in fact there is a full -blown cult of
nefarious orthodoxy masquerading as an
institution of academic ill-repute. .
My first big clue came from a contact

deep in the organization of the cult who,
for the sake of discretion said I could not
speak his true name. I' ll call him ' Pinky,
but He Has Many Names. Pinky told me
to meet him in the shadows of the Courtroom 21 around midnight. By that time
Prof. Lederer has finished his priapic ritual
of rolling around the floor of the courtr~om naked, screaming "M INE, MINE,
ALL MINE!"
Pinky handed me a package of photos
showing ' members ' ofthe cult, led by the

high Priest Erich Kimbrough (3L), participating in an ecumenical retreat with
representati es of the Northern Virginia
Diocese of Lay Preachers. Needless to
say, there was a plethora of young altar
boys, tom vestments, and many instances,
as Oscar Wilde would say, of-'the Love
that dare not speak its name.- Pinky's
only \ ords, enunciated from the back of
his throat, were -'to follow the money."

See LEGION on 4

Meet John Donaldson while you still can!
By Ruthie Ritalin
Ball Professor of Law and
Thanatocracy John Donaldson
yearns for Death. "I no longer
have any future interests here
at the College of William and
Mary," he intoned, "and I have
no present interests outside the
College of William and Mary.
When I have no present interests and no future interests,
what, then, do I have? NOTHING!"
But that is not why John
Donaldson yearns for Death.
"I hasten to add," he added without apparent haste, "that I tend
to frown upon suicide, inasmuch as I remain disinclined to
disinheritance, which has historically been its ineluctable
consequence at common law. "
Few students know . that
Donaldson blossomed rather
suddenly as a legal educator
only six years ago, after he
trekked to Nepal with Professor John Levy to receive training in Advanced Chanting at a
Buddhist monastery.
"The monks were delighted
with John ' s cultured patois of
Old High Virginian and Law
French " Levy reminisced.
Donaldson added that his
college summer jobs as an auctioneer, singing street vendor
and camp-meeting preacher
also stood him in good stead.
" Using my native capabilities
and the techniques inculcated
by Professor Levy's co-religionists, I try to mold the wording of my lectures into a chant
that lulls the unsuspecting students into a trance that repli-

cates a near-Death experience,"
he explained. " I think this helps
them to understand the pros and
cons of Death first-hand.
" Then , when they have
achieved the mental state of a
Typical Testator, I suddenly
SHOUT loud enough to wake
the Dead, " Donaldson cried,
leaping around like a hot-footed
sinner on the Day of Jubilo.
But John Donaldson does not
spend all his time proclaiming
the mysteries of mortality. In his
spare time, Donaldson relaxes
by practicing his Deathbed oration and adding codicils to his
will. Donaldson ' s will is a strong
will, inscribed upon sturdy asbestos parchment and executed
holographically in ineffable cadmium ink in his own fine chancery hand. "Incendiary options,
needless to say, are hereby foreclosed, and anyone who attempts
to fold , spindle, mutilate, efface
or pulverize the instrument will
only inherit a lawsuit and a nasty
case ofiung cancer! " he chortled
in his joy.
The will is Donaldson 's masterpiece . It is so complex that,
when probated, it will paralyze
and revolutionize the inheritance
systems of the entire Western
world and every nation- of the
Commonwealth. "They' ll never
know what hit ' em. ' he enthused .
"It will tie up every probate
court and tax court in the world
until such time as the nations of
the earth join hands in peace and
harmony and enact the Donaldson Unified System, which will
entirely replace everything that
has gone before in the realms of

property, inheritance and taxation ."
The Donaldsonian Unified
System is amazingly simple and
commonsensical. " It is so transcendentally simple "Donaidson
explained, " that only a very few
of the world ' s finest minds will
ever be able to comprehend its
simplicity. I could not begin to
elucidate it to you in time for you
to meet the deadline for your
newspaper. However, you may
find , as you begin to practice
law, that my forthcoming treatise on the system will be of some
assistance to you, as will my exclusive series of Continuing Legal Education seminars."
In order to make his will into
an instrument of consequence,
of course, Donaldson has had to
amass scraps of realty and personalty in every comer of the
globe. He owns a possibility of
reverter in a small floating island
of weeds and mud in the mouth
ofthe Mississippi, and a rotationary interest in the disputed Hangnail Hundred the no-man s land
where the Mason-Dixon line collides obliquely with the gentle
curve of the Delaware border.
His bicycle, that proverbial article of personalty has been
pounded into the living rock at
the summit of the Sierra Intestita.
straddling the border between
civil-law Spain and canon-law
Andorra. "My summer research
assistants, John Ashley and
Jonathan -Sheldon, provided invaluable assistance on this
project " he recalled . "I think it
provided them with real handson experience in molding the law,

JOHN DONALD OX

Donaldson Joins Staff
As Assistant Professor
The Original Mr. Smart Guy: When John Donaldson joined
the faculty, there were nine professors and two adjuncts. He
hung up the tie for good when he became a full professor. But
right from the start, he was M-W's foremost lounge lizard. To
show how fast he got his work done and how much time he had
to waste, he often w0l!ld spend six hours cleaning his pipe in
the Campus Center coffee shop.
in a way that is far superior to Thus it is eternally " Befor
summeringinWilliamsburgwith 1290" on Dingledy, and that i
why Donaldson stresses that,
one s nose in a book."
Asked to name his most ar- when considering any case 0
cane interest. Donaldson re- question in property law th
vealed that he owns a veritable most important initial determi
remainder in equinoctiafkelping nation that must be ascertaine
rights on a woebegone mud flat is simpl ,"Is it after 1290? '
on the nether coast of the Isle of
But when the Donaldso
Dingledy, one ofthe lesser Chan- Unified System is come to pass,
nel Islands. Though they are in even this question need not b
fealty to the crown, these islands asked. Every meddlesome lega
have ne er been subject to Par- innovation that has accrete
liament and its statutes, and in- since 1290 will be destroyed.
stead remain governed b
And that is why John Donaldson
customary Norman feudal law. yearns for Death.
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If w e pri nt it, it must be true

Ask Mis ter
Anonymous
until Professor Grover's tender
Dear, dear Mr. Anonymous,
Whatunprecenentedly hi lari- ministrations imbued me with
ous observation, concerning the much -needed self-esteem.
Today 's 3Ls have no doubt
general state of things in the legal profession, the social life of forgotten what a psycho, " Paper
the I L class, and the lot of man Chase" scene the first year oflaw
amidst this vale of sorrows , sud- school is. The other first- year
denly came over you in a blind- professors, ogres that they were,
ing epiphany last Wednesday constantly berated me with quaint
Ethiopian aphorisms, harassed
afternoon?
- Confused me with pointless hypotheticals,
and shook the dust off the soles
Dear Confused ,
Gosh, you sure "110W how to of their Jesus shoes when they
try and make it look like all I do departed from my presence and
is write letters to my own col- slunk off to devise cruel fantasy
umn. You should be working for tortures to be inflicted upon me
Rush Limbaugh. But this time in " humorous" exam fact patyou outsmarted yourse lfby ask- terns.
Only Professor Susan Grover
ing a question whereof ye knew
perceived m. promise and nurnot the answer.
In point offact, as the semes- tured a vision of \vhat I would
ter winds down my thoughts no one day become.
longer turn to jocular matters as
often as they once did. More and
more. I reflect sentimentally on
the grownups who have helped
make law school a hospitable
venue for me and have thereby
made me what I am today.
Before
Among these, the foremost is
Prof. Susan Grover.
Yes. I know we have recently
had our misunderstandings. But
nothing can change the fact that
it was she. and she alone, who
made my first year bearab le. In
her Civil Procedure class she
brought me out of my shell and
encouraged me to speak my
mind, and to let the class move at
my own pace. I never used to
think of myself as a "Smart Guy"

When we came on board to
the Amicus back in August, everyone in volved was determined
to make this newspaper better
than ithad ever been-- in the news
we presented the articles we
wrote, and the products that bore
our name . This is notto deny the
possibility of an occasional slipup. A zipper might jam on an
official Amicus Curiae tote bag;
I don ' t say it couldn ;t happen . I
do say that no one would intentionaIly make sausage out of
"reptiles, amphibians, and traces
of human excrement" as one forensics lab analysis inexplicably
concludes. However, to eliminate any ambiguity, when we
say that Amicus Curiae Country
Sausage is made from " ma' s
down home recipe," obvi'ously
we don ' t mean any of the staffs
actual mothers ; we mean our
corporate mom. The recipe
comes from the actress who plays
mom on every pack- -Jessica
Tandy, the distinguished lady of
the breakfast meat industry, who
throughout her career used only
the finest of natural ingredients.
As for her Estate 's claim to being "shocked and humiliated' to
find her likeness on the wrapper,
frankl I"m baffled.
In any case. while I can ' t
speak fo r other staff members, it
was always my intention to donate my sausage royalties to the
United Fund.

Certain so-called consumer
advocates have pointed the finger at , Amicus Curiae brand
lawnmowers. I'm the first to
admit that few customers would
deliberately buy a lawnmower
that bursts into flames 90 seconds after starting it. But we've
done everything we could to put
things right--made repairs where
practical, granted nearly full refunds, and stopped buying mowers through Mr. Ngurda, our
purchasing agent in . . . well, I
believe Mr. Ngurda had multinational sources. These days,
however, we buy only through
famous-name suppliers. Now, I
don ' t know what the powermower policy over at the Law
Review is, but here attheAmicus
we make this pledge: when a
mower ignites, our logo comes
right off.
Given this commitment to
excellence, surely we're the last
people you would expect to
"cause permanent, disfiguring
injuries through overweening
greed and total indifference to
safety ," as one World Court judge
phrased it. , Naturally, we regret
any loss of life associated with
our Amicus Curiae Structural
Steel but is this particular catastrophe really the fault of our
unique bessemer process? Might
it not be blamed on what strikes
me as a whimsical design for a
railroad bridge, particularly for a

Dear Editor:
What the hell happened to
my courtroom?! I give M-Wseveral million dollars to build a
courtroom, you ' d think it would
be named after me at least until
I died' then maybe you would
spare an old man his dignity.
I am told by my beautiful and
equally brilliant daughter, who
apparently is first in her class,
that some Lederer guy has decided to change the name of my

courtroom to "Courtroom 21 ."
Where are the other twenty courtrooms? . . . Hel-lo! What is this,
some kind of flashback to the
days of "Studio '54?" Is this
wacky Lederer trying to relive
his glory days of halcyon living
in the late 70s when he could
saunter down to the East Side
and catch a night at "Plato ' s Retreat" followed by aperitifs at his
Studio 54? I don ' t want black
leather-encased Mapplethorpe
wannabes shimmying around the
temple to my success.
Come to think of it. I should
have known. Lederer, inhis polyester suits. did appear- trapped in
the 70s-why, hesortofreminds
me of "Big John.' But I didn' t
think about it, because when I
saw him at the . opening of my
courtroom, back when it was still
named after me, he was skulking
around in the shadows. obviously
trying to avoid eye contact while
he plotted his e il plans.
What he doesn't realize is
hov,' long and hard I worked .lor
that courtroom. Granted, I offered to fund one first for Yale,
but those self-righteous, pinko,
comsymps said it would violate

a

tropical region? Couldn ' t it be
attributed to the slap-dash methods of the native work crew?
Surely justice demands that we
wait for the report ofthe investigating engineer after he ' s examined all the evidence (and by all,
r include certamlurid magazines
near the quarters ofMr. Ngurda,
the foreman and a character of
dubious ethics, with whom we
no longer have any dealings).
That is, if we can expect such
niceties as due process in a part
of the worla so riven by tribal
rivalries and 'religious mania.
Despite these mishaps, I hope
our efforts are not unal?preci-'
ated. Our job is to produce a
quality newspaper; we didn't
have to operate a Caribbean-chartered bank. I concede that the
precipitous collapse of Banco de
N oche Tarde caught many ofour
small investors by surprise. But
look: the money's gone and all
the congressional hearings in the
world won ' t bring it back.
I wish I could meet with each
of you in person, but sadly, the
other staffers and I are kept occupied here in Costa Rica. As
you can imagine, phoning in our
stories is quite tedious. But rest
assured, when our lawyers give
us the OK to return, we'll be
back bringing you more of the
quality news and information
ou ' ve come to expect from us
here at the Amicus Curiae.

Letter

"~OreSSO~

NeAt
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their academic independence to
name the courtroom after me and
to have to take my daughter. But
I had to get her out of the house.
All those horny gold diggers
named 'Chip ' ' Biff, ' and
' Guido ' coming by all the time,
and good 'oIM-WhadnoquaJms
. with taking my money, daughter, and naming the courtroom
after me.
So what do I do? I stop buying pumps and filters for iny coal
mines and gi e the money to MW. Hell ' what' s a few more
cases of black lung and drowned
coal miners, when I can have
eternity? But noooo! Lederer
deluded by power like a latterday Austrian corporal decides'
to turn my courtroom into his
own pri ate Sudeten land.
I write to you, like a prophet
from the old testament, to tell
you, my courtroom toda" tomorrow .. . the world . Nothing
will stop that mad fiend and his
evil minions from their terrible
Anschluss. The only hope is to
remember: polyester melts when
it comes in contact with open
flame.
-An Old Man With Lots a/Money
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Beach Week or Law Review: The
confused student's guide .to a good time
By Leopold N. Loeb
. The week following the end of
exams in the Spring, for some, is a
time to roast weenies, share in community, and entertain the pipedream
however faint, of the possibility of
sex. For others, however, that week is
marked by the greatest terror known
to man next to getting trapped in a
conversation with Dan Barnes or Tim
Singhel: The Write-On. First year
students who elect to subject themselvestothischaracter-destroyingprocess do so because they desire the
allure and unceasing offers of employment that allegedly comes with

being a LawReview staffer. The Write- and beachers. Read it and ask yourOn, however, takes its toll on the self which category you fit into, and
unwitting: they go in normal, and cp me . decide whether you ' re the right perout looking like William Hurt at the son for Lm1J Review.
end of Altered States.
That there should be a portion of Automobile
Staffer--1994 Honda Civic
first years torn betw'een Heaven and
Hell is inevitable. Driven by both Beacher--Rusty Nova parked on lawn.
their need to get ajob at some point in
life and their need to unwind and Favorite Hobby
Staffer--Tennis and sailing.
shake that ass the good Lord gave
' em, they wonder whether they should Beacher--Shooting at stop signs with
go for the write-on, or just say serew a pellet gun.
it and go party at the beach . We want
Exercise
to help.
Staffer--Stairmaster and runnll1g,
Here, then, is a profile of staffers

STEVE ARNER
BAR REV~EV~
Don't waste your money and time on Bar/Bri and
SMH Bar Reviews. Prepare for the bar exam with the
Steve Arner Bar Review.

Why?
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

No attendance required.
Free cheat sheet tattoo with early payment
No "in-your-face" sales reps
Free Beer with course
MuItistate intelligence-boosting narcotics our specialty
Our patented tapes allow you to litigate in your sleep
Quality intramural program you can't get with other courses
Naked lady flashcards
Videotaped lecturers flanked by scantily-clad "learning a·ssistants".
Superior Lecturers include Joe Guarino, Jeremy Phillips, Brian Knight
and Ken Hickox - Who are undisputably Experts in their Fields, whatever
else OJle might say about them
"Ken knows the answer" - Prof. Alemante Selassie

daily.
Beacher--None, really, except for the
occasional Perp Walk.
Summer Employment
Staffer--Summer Associate at a large
corporate law firm.
Beacher--No job as such, but sold two
Pearl Jam tickets for $150
Attitude Toward Movies in Which
Human Heads Are Routinely Severed
Staffer--Repulsed by them.
Beacher--Seeks them out.
Residence
Staffer--Three bedroom apartment
at Steeplechase.
Beacher--Allowed to use the equipment shed at the driving range.
Attitude Toward Story That A Licensed Physician Would Numb a
Patient's Broken Leg So She Could
Dance On It
Staffer--Doesn ' t buy it.
Beacher--Doesn t buy it.
Last Book Read
Staffer--Caleb Carr, The A lienist
Beacher--The Haunted Hous e, a
Choose-Your-Own-Adventure story.
Items on Nightstand
Staffer--A glass of water and meditation balls .
Beacher--A shot of bourbon and Ben
Wa balls.
Favorite Movie Line
Staffer-- Life s I ike a box of chocolates," from Forrest Gump
.
Beacher--" Getthe Butter! ' from Last
Tango in Paris
Political Affiliation
Staffer--Last voted Republ ican ticket
in the 1994 mid-term elections.
Beacher--Last oted in US magazine
" Who ' s Hot-- Who ' s Not" poll.
Last Major Purchase
Staffer--Sony 5 Disc CD Player with
remote.
Beacher--Two 1O-pound bags of ice.
Most Recent Date
Staffer--Quiet dilmer w ith girlfriend,
followed by a blissful walk through
CW
Beacher--30 ounce Malt Liquor, followed by a romp on the floor with
Hasbro s " Mandy The Inflatable
Companion' (complete w ith patch
kit).

NEWSBLEATS
Kaplan Named Clinton Appointee
Citing his unmatched employment record at M-W, President Clinton today
appointed OCPP Dean Robert Kaplan to head the job placement division of the
National Welfare Reforn1 Program.
"I may not help them find jobs right away, but six months out I guarantee 90
percent employment," commented Kaplan. Krattenmaker, although sad to see him
go, fe lt the new position would make better use of the Dean.

Ken Hickox (3L) Announces Soon to Undergo Sex Change
Ken, renown for his Hemingwayesque beard and barrel chest, announced he plans
to begin an extensive treatment of estrogen hormonal injections, followed by surgery
to remove certain offending appendages. Rumors had been circulating when Ken was
seen in publ ic sans facial hair, look ing especially smooth faced. Ken later confirmed
the rumors, stating his among his reasons: a desire to express his true self, a deep
adm iration for the work of Catharine MacKinnon, and the realization that law firms are
aggressively recruiting women lawyers.
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Simpson defense fundraiser to be held in the lobby on Friday.
The items 'on sale will include partially melted Ben & Jerry's Chocolate Chip
Cookie Dough Ice Cream, "Free O.J." T-shirts hand silk-screened by Archie leather
gloves, and a special auction - for women only - for the privilege of riding in the back
seat ofParlimentarian Andrew "Chip" Richardson' s new Mustang.
Plans for a "Welcome To Williamsburg, Mike Tyson" party are still in the works.

u.s.

News Revises Rankings -- M-W Number One!

fn a stunning correction, US News and World Report revised its rankings of law
schools this week, placing M-W in the number one position.
"Somehow, a computer programmer forgot to include the scores for 'pancake house
proximity' and 'whininess' in the overall rankings. When we threw in those two factors,
M- W floated to the top," explained a sheepish US News editor.
"The pancakes are on me!" gushed Dean Thomas Krattenmaker. He said a Nick's
Pewter Palace Memorial Scholarship is being established to honor the feat.
Peter Owen (2L) said the new ranking is welcome, but pointed out that most local
pancake houses do not heat their syrup for customers, unless a special request is made.

With Arrival of Prof. Frisch, Ponytails Now Required For
All Male Professors
Federalists Forced to Secede
Keeping with the Co lonial motif of the Will iamsburg area, Prof Frisch has begun
to lead the way in required coifs for the male professors ofM-W. Dean Krattenmaker
ind icated that certain pressure was being exerted by the all-powerful folks from
Colonial Williamsburg to further enhance the illusion of 18th century authenticity.
Krattenmaker tried to rationalize that if a ponytai l was good enough for our founders,
we might as well go along. He commented that hair extensions will be provided "but
Devins may be more problematic than most."

AMA Cites 3L Jon Nixon as New Medical Phenomenon

The M-W Federalists Society has been expelled from the national Federalists
Society because of disagreements between the local and the national organization
which came to ahead when its factions of Upward Redistributionists and Constitutionalists were unable to reach agreement on the antitrust exemption for base ball.
M-W Society President Jonathan Koenig described the conflict as a classic
Jeffersonian-Madisonian, post-Revolutionary revisionists' dilemma, with a dash of
Hamiltonian dialecticism thrown in .
"Love it or leave it," Koenig said . .

Win a Date with Kato Kaelin

In a medical journal published last week, the American Medical Association
(AMA) released study results of3L Jon Nixon indicating his brain has swollen to six
times its norma l size and taken on supernatural qualities as a result of a recent illness.
Nixon's brain size has made the miraculous Courtroom 21 obsolete. His supernatural powers have made his research skills quicker than both Lexis and Westlaw. He eats
the Tax Code for breakfast and intuitively generates the accompanying regulations.
Upon returning to M-W in the fa ll , Nixon will not be requ ired to take any classes
towards his degree. Instead, Lederer will be promoting him as "3L 21."

Women & the Law announced a fundraiser to win a date with Kato Kaelin. Editor
Jean King proclaimed, "He's such a hunk. He'd make any woman fee l complete. And
his intellect is vastly underrated -- We will be runnjng an article he w(ote in the next
issue."
For $5, males and females are welcome to buy a ticket. The date will include dinner
at McDonald's in a white Bronco. All proceeds will go to fu nd the "Women and Hair
Symposium" sponsored by the journal.

More Disciplinary Action Against 2Ls

Law Review Carrel Feud Escalates, Brings in FBI

Unnamed sources inside the law school administration have confirmed that an
in estigation is underway into possible disciplinary action against 2.1s Matt Klepper,
Doug Onley, and Ali Sharifahmadian for excessive whining.
The trio are freque ntly heard through the building whining about the inequities of .
their law school existence. They have yet to realize that they cannot always get their
own way.

A federal investigation concerning a potential death threat began this week after
FBI authorities discovered a brief written by one "R. Taylor" left at the security booth
at Camp Perry, an alleged CIA training ground. According to Special Agent John
Smith, the briefcontained "a very frightening threat of violence indicating that we were
dealing with someone who could be criminally insane."
When asked about the threat contained in the briefhe inadvertently left at the gate,
Ramsey. Taylor had this comment: "When Ali got pissed off because I called him on
having too many goddamn carrels, he went nuts and screamed, 'I'm going to fucking
kill you, and you can put that in your brieP.' So I did."

BLSA Announces OJ Fundraiser
Black Law Student Association President Carla Archie announced plans foran OJ.

LEGION from 1
It was obvious, from perusing recent editions, that there was
no way they could say M- W was
getting what it paid for. Too much
was going down a black hole of
financial chicanery. and the
money was being siphoned off
to support the expansion of the
Cult. After an extensive investigation involving much sacrifice
where I was forced to stay in the
library late into the evening and
weekends, unwashed and wearing a cheesy growth offacial hair
that looked as if[ \vas struggling
through puberty, just so I could
fit in and observe them from
close up. I was able to discern the
structure and practices of this
iniquitous shamanism .
With Kimbrough as the Black
Pope. Josh Sacks (3L) acts as his

jesuitical enforcer cracking the
whip amongst the 2L minions
like a maniacal Torquemada. To
ensure orthodoxy in the ranks,
Sacks often issues his hellish
encyclicals demanding utter fealty and extra-long hours in the
libra ry over the weekends.
Kimbrough. though , isnotabo e
imposing his word from on high
and burning a fev..- bushes. At the
Law Reriew Banquet. he used
the opportunity for his own Last
Supper and got a jump on sainthood b . beatify ing himself
On the bottom of the hierarchy are the lowly monks - 2Ls
scribbling away In their
cub iculum like medieval scribes.
The. are purposely kept up late,
given little food. and told not to
interact with the general populace to ensure they do not stray
from the narrow path of sal a-

tion andjobs in large firms. There
was a gnostic schismatic element
reminiscent of the Albigensian
Heresyofthe 12thcentury, which
sought to separate the material
and spiritual gnosis by arguing
that one could be justified by
faith alone and not billable hours.

"In the beginning
was the little
reading light . . .
and the light was
good."
However, that was crushed
b . sycophants like Steve Chin
(2L), \\'ho exhorts his fellow oblates to consult the Blue Book of
Cabal. Chin , who ensures that
the, all have their little reading
lights to illuminate their indi-

vidua.l shrines seeks to inspire
b quoting from the Gospel of
John . "In the beginning was the
little reading light ... and the
light was good . .
Realizing the huge expense
of maintaining the Cult and its
cover. the Lali' Review, the Cult
members sought to increase funding through additional sources.
One plan was to publish Prof.
Smolla's play in an effort to create their ov,.-n 'Passion Play,
hopefully to rival the spiritual
fervor and profitability of Ober
Omergau; howe er, the play did
not inspire much passion and
ultimately tore at the shroud of
academic pretense behind which
the Cult hid. In a desperate effort
to increase circulation, the Reriel!' had its faithful spread the
word b handing out many copies of its publications, by going

door to door and pawning them
off with extra copies of The
Watchtower.
Needless to say, now that they
ha e been exposed, they' ll be
scrambling to the dark shadows,
like startled roaches feasting on
~ancid leftovers; caught in the
unexpected glare of a quickly
turned-on kitchen light. Sure,
there will be efforts at a coverup: "We can neither confirm or
deny ;" "Mistakes were made'"
, We' re the [Expletive Deletive]
Law Review we have Executive
Privilege.'
But this May, when a young
crop of 1L novates seek to writeon in an act"of intellectual tonsure, there will be much rending
of flesh and reveling in carnal
indecency , the like of which
would make even the Borgias
blush.
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3L illlpostor stuns honor council into quivering helplessness
Compiled From Various Sources
The M-W community is reeling from
the shock of recent revelations concerning Joseph Andrew Woitko (3L).
All the cool people at M- W knew 01'
, Joe - or so they thought. \ ith the help
of his trusty sidekick Ted Atkinson
(3L), Woitko pulled such a snow job
that nobody found his stories the least
bit fish_ .
As implausible as it sounds, everyone actually believed that Woitko made
the 12-hour round-trip drive to the terminally ethnic village of "Hazleton,
Pa." nearly every weekend to be with
his tight-knit family and hoodlum
friends.
Hundreds belie ed that the middleaged-looking Woitko was a 22-year old
boy wonder who raced through Penn
State in three years and had never met
black people. Even the Amicus Curiae
was hornswoggled, and published one
ofWoitko' s cornball "true-life stories"
about a hands-on hometown high-school
principal named " Mussolini."
As we went to press, the prosaic

truth was beginning to emerge, and was
already spreading amongst the important students who tend to hear about
things whilst they still matter. Woitko,
39, is actually a bored Navy spouse
from Norfolk who decided to go to MW in order to assuage his mid-l ife crisis
and put some oomph into his marriage
now that his children were grown and
his career as an engineering consultant
was sputtering. His wife, Lt. Cmdi-.
Irene Woitko, is usually on duty in faroff world trouble spots.
.
"Aunt Irene is a real [Capt. Janeway
type]," said Woitko's nephew Ted
Atkinson (3L). " I thought Uncle Joe
needed a change of scenery, so when I
realized my lifelong dream of attending
M-W, 1 suggested that he apply, too.
Since the family had given so much
money to dear old M-W, his admission
was a snap."
At first, Woitko was nervous about
attending school with so many young
people. Atkinson, however, provided
unfailing assistance. He tutored his uncle
in how to talk like a Generation Xer and

how to dress like a college student, and
lent him a typical "Joe College" wardrobe so he would fit right in. In order to
keyp up appearances, the two rarely
associated in public.
" The most valuable thing Ted taught
me was how to be young at heart,"
Woitko reminisced. " The dear little
scamp showed me how to make paper
airplanes to liven up Prof. Grover' s
Civil Procedure. Hell, I never knew
how to do that even though 1 designed
airplanes for a living!"
So v hy did the dutiful nephew suddenly unmask the impostor after 10
these many years? " I was bored,"
Atkinson explained. "Nothing much
was going on around here.
Williamsburg was growing mundane,
so I figured I'd spi 11 the beans.
" Besides, Joe was starting to attract
too much attention to himself at the
same time that I was especially cultivating my low profile. I didn ' t even
enter the wet T-shirt contest or show up
for the enhanced sumo wrestling, and
meanwhile all I was hearing was 'Joe

Joe Joe' on every tongue, Joe this and
Joe that. So I was like, hey, no more Mr.
Nice Guy. I can't keep being the doormat for his overweening patriarchal
empire-building. I mean, what about
my needsT
The M - W Judicial Council
scrambled to sal age scraps of its dignity in light of Atkinson ' s stunning
testimony, but finally decided not to
take official action. Council spokesman Jonathan McGrady (3L) explained,
" This isn't academic-related fraud , it's
not cheating. Now, we would have, you
know, taken some action on this? But
frankly, the last time we got into something like this, with people tell ing fibs
outside of their coursework, well , the
administration reversed us, and we
ended up completely unappreciated. If
theadm inistration isn ' t going to respect
our decision, we really didn ' t think we
should even get involved in this. "
Or as Council Chairman Matt
Bissonette (3L) put it, speaking off the
record, "We just figured Liz Jackson
would fix that boy, and fix him good ."

The Love Boat docks on the shores of Williamsburg
From "CHiPS": Ponch (Ma nesh Kline), Burt Reynolds (Mark
By Our Celebrity
Sharpshooter
Rath), Jon (Tim Vanderver), Williams), Crystal Bernard
A 'Love Boa\" reunion is Bonnie (Heidi Hupp), and the (Leslie Sides), Ernie from " My
currently being filmed in Will- Sarge (Kevin Miner); from "Get Three Sons" (Steve Chin), Elvira
iamsburg, bringing your favo'r- Smart:" Maxwell Smart (Ed- (Laura Shelesky), Abe Lincoln
ite celebrities together again for ward Efkeman) , Agent 99 (Ethan Smith), Tonya Harding
hilarious adventures and wacky (Caroline Boutwell), and the (Ruthie Litvin), Halle Berry
love relationships. Join the Love Chief (Dean Krattenmaker). (Kerri Gilmore), Vanna White
Boat as it sails up the James Appearances will also be made (Martha McGlothlin), Judd
River, with YOW crew: Captain by Tori Spelling (Serena Spen- Hirsch (Bill Pincus), Roseanne
Stubing (Professor Devins), cer), Puck (Scott Boak), Ma- Arnold (Michelle Bresnick),
Gopher (Mike Grable), Isaac donna (Brenda Oliver), Newt Charlie Chaplin (Allison Tulley),
the Bartender (Brian Knight), Gingrich (Peter Owen), Bob Jo from '"Facts of Life"
Doc (Rich Ottinger), Vicki Barker (Bob Barker) Charo (MaryBeth Dingledy), Nicole
(Lezelle Dugger) and Julie, (Jennifer Tosini), Corey Haim! Kidman (Susan Ludi), The Inyour cruise director (Brooks Feldman (Todd Admundson), credible Hulk (John Mateyak),
Patten).Guestappearanceswill Billy Dee Williams (Trent T. John Holmes (Dan McInerney),
be made by the following stars: Williams), Jennifer Beals (Lori Traci Lords (Beverly Rebar),

Wolfman Jack (Ken Hickox),
Ed Begley, Jr. (Matt Bissonette),
John Tuturo (Ian Siminoff),
Annette Funicello (Beth Bruns),
Gomer Pyle (Jonathan McGrady), Forrest Gump (Thomas
Gristina), Lenny (Scott Helsel)
& Squiggy (David Pinkowitz),
Laverne (Lori Petruzelli) &
Shirley(Erin Masson), Carmine
Ragusa (Michael Homans) ,
Dylan McKay (Chip Richardson) , John Belushi (Ken
Greenspan), Potsy (Neil Lewis),
Ralph Malph (Andy Ollis) ,
Chachi (Ramsey Taylor), Chris
Elliot (Rod Simmons), Howie
Mandel (Brett Zwerdling),

Bruce Springsteen (WaIt
Benzija) ,
George
from
"Seinfeld" (Dan Barnes), Brad
Pitt (Pat Dyson), Tom Hanks
(Brad Wagshul), Liberace
(Dwayne Smith), Ren (Tim
Singhel), Charles Manson (Chris
Leibig ' s composite photo), Curious George (J. Connell) ,
Nietzsche (Brian Goebel), Joey
Buttafuoco (Ray Raya), Farrah
Fawcett (Barbara Hundley),
Doogie Howser (Mark Ross),
Tinkerbell (Crystal Roberts),
Melissa Ethridge (Elaine
Kuchinski), and our favorite
Emperor, Julius Caesar (Danny
Reed with his new hairdo).

More Clip 'n'Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards.! Collect them all!!
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An open letter to alllLs and 2Ls interested in Spring Rush
By Stanley Carter Javert Woodson Paget,III
I have been asked, as president of the most
popular fraternity on M-W s campus, Tau Kappa
(Tool Kool), to address all of you who are interested
injoining ourranks. I realize many of you will never
make it past our first cut and for those see.mingl
inane weeding out requirements, I apologize.
Howe er, as a selecti e fraternity, we have to
narrO\: the pool of suitable rushees somehow, and
one's inability to drink heavily, dress our way, and
degrade and objectify ~omen will definitely inhibit
further participation in our rush.
To those who don't like our rigorous standards
I have but one thing to say--you probab ly weren't
Tau Kappa material to begin with. We look for the
candidate with the most di erse background to
bring to the fraternity--although some minimums
are required .
1. The rushee must be obsessed with hair (or lack
thereof). You might be asking yourself, .. How does
this trait distinguish TK from all the other fraternities here at M-W like the "Tau Sigma Wensus Beta
Chi" (tall skinny white boy club)? The answer is,
we still have enough hair to worry about (although
I e been told that will soon be an inaccurate statement). Also we are wi lling-- with the exception of
Brother Grocki--to spend more than five dollars (or
more than five minutes in a darkroom with blunt
scissors) on hair maintenance. We would have
much in common with M-W women in this regard
ifmost M-W women could find a brush or comb (let
alone find a non- isually impaired hair stylist).
2. The rushee must be able to drink like a law
professor during grading period. This not only
requires quantity, but di ersity in what you drink.
(This is the kind of diversity I was talking about
earl ier--not just beer or vodka, but whiskey and gin,
too). This requirement is not waivable or flexible .
No drink--no bid!
3. There is also an attitude requirement. Every
rushee must share the exact same view on first year
women-- hate them! While most men here at M-W
may be able to share similar views on the women in
the first year class, few can pull offthe TK standard-talk about them and degrade them beh ind their
backs and wake up to their pale, bloated, and pimpleladen faces the next morning.

4. Along the same lines, e er ne~ pledge will ha e
to endure the ultimate test of 10 alty--sleep with the
dreaded M. Butterfl --the "woman who can't say no."
5. Each rushee must love acoustic music, quarters?
beer, and beer pong.
6. Each pledge ill have to take an oath vowing to
ignore and ridicule all non-TK second and third year
men except for a privileged'few--the complete list will
be gi en to ou upon initiation.
7. Each pledge will also have to take a ow of silence
to all women who tilt their ugly little heads and say
·'hi." ot only are those senoritas to be banned from
kegs, but all cars and homes of brothers as well.
8. All pledges must enjoy swilling their own urine and
setting up tripods--or at least enjoy watching a brother
perform such tricks.
9. Each rushee ~an expect a rigorous rush schedule;
ou may be called upon to go out every night of the
week, hang out at Brother Friedman' s, and support
Brother Church in his quest to become Williamsburg's
most successful musician since the highly popular
Bruce Hornsby.
I have also been asked to address the women ofMW about the rush requirements of the most popular
women ' s sorority--Lambda Alpha Mu Epsilon
(LAME). LAME's president, Alison Tuley, is currently molting, and was unable to contribute to the
letter, but from my observations of our sister sorority,
I will offer what I consider to be the prerequisites of
LAME membership. I also attempted to contact the
rush chairs (or the more politically correct term Membership Selection Chairwomen) but they couldn't be
reached because they were too busy making decorations, designing T-shirts, and preparing "Ho-Tramp"
duffels (pouches with condoms, toothbrushes, and
cab fare) for bid night; they were also perfecting their
own versions of the 'Tuley shuffle. "
These w.?men ' s favorite hobbies include baking,
ironing, sewing, dusting, and washing--c1othes not
themselves. The history of the sorority is simple, and
they are doing quite well now, although it was very
difficult to find ten women in the fi rst year class that
actually like each other enough not to stab one another
(or any woman) in the back. After putting together a
skeletal group of women, they set about the task of
determining their slogan--"ifyou ai n't got a man, take

warm

an one who's already got a girlfriend." After instill. ing this heam arming and sisterly slogan into all
charter members, these feisty little pistols established what they were looking for in new members;
after vice-president Cam'il1e Bennett was forced to
reject the nearly unanimous call for "only male new
members" they established the following new member criteria:
I. All new members must pay absolutely no atten, tion to their hair' if you must even consider your hair,
only spend enough time to decide where the worst
place to get your hair cut is and set up a standing
appointment.
2. All members must wear size two floral shorts,
whether or not ou wear a size two.
3. All pledges must go on a treasure hunt, find the
loose change hidden in the cushions of the lobby
Naugahyde chairs, and purchase a cute, but unmistakably outdated,convertible.
4. All new members will take an oath to do anything
to find , take, and keep a member of TK as their
boyfriend.
5. All pledges wi ll have to go to Key West, enter wet
t-shirt contests and bear the family jewels --oh I'm
sorry I just accidentally flipped to the charter of the
soon to be the defunct third year sorority whose
motto is, "The five of us can buy and sell you and one
of us loves mesh body suits." (I think I speak for all
of us when I say, "goodbye to psycho garbage."
Mixers aren ' t fun wh~n the sorority is naked when
you get there--especially when there i~ tatooed flesh .)
6. All pledges will be taken to the makeup counter at
Speedy Lube for make-overs. (A llow me to inject
more candor here: Tammy Faye Baker applies
makeup with more finesse!)
All in all , we are looking forward to a wonderful
spring rush for both TK and LAME: While after
reading this letter it might seem like we first years
are a bunch of shallow, insensitive, clothes conscious, money grubbing sybarites, let me just remind you that we are no worse than the rest of you
self-i mportant, back-stabbing, uptight, poorly attired, intellectually deficient, humorless putzes.
Rush starts on Monday--don ' t show up unless
you actually want to have a good time; we are--and
will continue to do so.

TRADING CARDS: YOU ALREADY FORGOTTHE TRADING CARD TOPIC? HELLO?
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1 1
1 1
Susan Grover
1 1
Kay Kindred
Fred Lederer

1
1
1

Is this clean-cut fellow really the future bane of many
law students? What horrible , d isfig uring event
changed mellow Fred into
the ' raging, wild haired
techno-weirdo plott~ ng sad istic domination from his laboratory (i. e. Courtroom 21)?

1 1
1 1

Jim Heller

1 1
1 1
1-1
1
1
1
1
Remember those innocent
Looking like the lovable
1 Jim Heller today: brooding ;
days as Gidget? Whoever
1 lonely; bitter. What explains
M.uppetthat bears her name,

thought she would leave the
sweet sanctuary of nevernevertelevisibn land to teach
law school at M-W? I suppose she left her surfing
boyfriend Moondoggie in the
litigious dust.

Professor Groverstrikes one
as a giddy little school lass,
no? Despite the unkempt
hair and the eerie resemblancetoAlfred E. Neuman,
every lonely, anxious man
around school will surely
make this photo of smiling,
tan Susan a keeper.

1._---------_ .. -----------... ------ _____ .

1
1

I

1
1

1 this photo, then , of a flam- 1
1 boyant dapper James? 1
1 What caused this smiling lad 1
1 with the Little Lord 1
1 Fauntleroy
coif
to 1
: transmogrify into the surly :

1 creature he is now? Two 1
1 words: Library Science.
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

I
1

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Tuesday, April 4, 1995
Today in history: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. assassinated in Memphis (1968);
eil Lewis's experimentation w ith sex \vith another person ends (1987)
Movie: "Highbrow Artsy Bullshit " (\ ith subtitles) 7:05 p.m. atthe Williamsburg
Theater
Thought for the Day: " The less things change, the more the remain the same."
-- Proverb
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Saturday, April 8, 1995
Movies: Triple feature: "Wet Hoop Dreams, " "'Pulp Friction " and "Not So
Little Women " at the XXX Kitty -Kat Bijou, ewport News at I 1:30 p.m. Go
with someone you love.
Party Down: With Joe Woitko as he goes to all the hotels around town and
remo es the " L" from the "HEATEDPOOL' signs. Call 221-5555 for more
details .

Sunday, April 9, 1995
Wednesday, April 5, 1995
Women's Rugby: Stocky Asexual Undergrad Co-Eds . Journal o/Women and Today in History: H M. S.. Titanic sinks on its maiden voyage, killing 2,500
(1912); Arlene visits the museum ( 1972).
the Law, 1 p .m ., Zable stadium
Lecture: OCPP presents a discussion on "Altemati es to Legal Practice" at Church: Sermon, "Why So Many o/Our Young Humorists Are Going To Burn
12:30 p.m. , Room 124. Panelists Jim Pennel, Kyle Short, and Len Spady will fo r Eternity In the Flames o/Hell. " II :30 a.m . at St. Bede' s on Richmond Rb ad.
explore options for students who have decided, perhaps with the assistance of Thought for the Day: " I think, therefore I am, I think. " -- Prof. R. Rosenberg
others, not to pursue a career in the law. Bring your lunch!
Thought for the Day: "If! find out who did it, I' m gonna rip your/uckin ' head Monday, April 10, 1995
Musical: Come join the frenzied helter-skelter and gut-busting laughs of ."Tateoff! " -- K. Hickox
LaBianca. Th e Musical.' '' at PBK Hall , 8:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 6, 1995
Today in History: In an unusual coincidence, Jonas Salk discovers a vaccine Tuesday, April 11, 1995
Today in History: Paul Lynde attains a lifetime appointment to the co eted
that bears his own name! (1884); 2L Rick Cross banned from Paul ' s (1994).
Chili Cook-Off: 3L Sam Stecker defends her title in the annual chili tasting ' center square (1976); Wren Building' s law school court room labeled ' Courtcontest against competition favorite Jeff Almeida ' s "Things I Found Around the room 20" and stuffed full of state-of-the-art typewriters and awe-inspiring
House, In the School ' s Refrigerator, and What ot" Chili. Co-Sponsored and overhead projectors ( 1893).
Monitored by the Centers for Disease Control and the James City County Board Discussion: "Pucker Up and Smooch, Baby: A Realistic Approach to etworking Your Wa} Into A Job, "' presented by OCPP. I :30 p.m., Room 120.
of Health.
Na ugahyde Roundtable: Come join the roundtable ' s panel of legal pseudoMusic: Sergienko Unplugged! 10:30 p.m. at Cracker Barrel.
experts as they explore dynamic, cutting-edge issues in the law. This week ' s
topics: "The Fair Housing Actand the Constitutionality of a Ban on Non-Family
Friday, April 7, 1995
Today in History: Bewi\dered Law R~view editors ata \oss to explain the failure Groups for Beach Property Rentals," and "The ' Presumed Innocent' Concept of
of their elaborately complex staff selection and screening process when it is American Justice and How It is Tainted By The Fact That 0.1. is Clearly Just
discovered that a black student somehow made it on the board (1988); 2L Rick Guilty as Hell, Part XVII. " II :20 a.m. - 3: I 5 p.m.
Cross banned from Paul ' s (1993).
Miscellaneous: At 2:47 p.m. sharp, Rani Russell compiles a list of 13 different Wednesday, Apr il 12, 1995
and acceptable ways that napkins can be folded for the rehearsal dinner.
Music: Tom Church plays his usual yadda yadda yadda Boston bullshit songs
and the same tired old covers and the same three chords he ' s been playing his
whole, untalented, toady little life, and just because he gets the beautiful women
and 1don 't doesn't mean crap about any thing. okay, because I could get women,
too, in chose to, but I don 'f , and I wouldn ' t need some guitar to get them , either,
so/uck him! Paul's, 9:30 p.m.
Thought for the Day: " Ever since I started law school , I've been constantly
bitter. Life has no meaning; I wish I was dead." -- M . Cox
Thursday, April 13, 1995
Today in History: At the age of 13, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart composes
" Serenade No. 13 in G Major" while -studying in Salzburg (1769); at the age of
13, Ted Atkinson drinks a whole can of "Hershey ' s Chocolate Syrup" while
watching ".cannonball Run " (1983).
Baseball: W & M . The Chicago White Sox, 2 p.m. behind Zable.
Sacreligious Law Students Symposium: "How Much God in My Pants?" with
keynote address by Larry Flynt, UC auditorium.6 p.m.-4:45 a.m.
Friday, April 14, 1995
Today in History: Boosting the cause of cynicism everywhere, a man gets
nailed to a tree for being nice to everybody (ca. 33 A.D.)
Faculty-Student Mixer: Sponsored by S.B.A. Getthere early before kiss-asses
monopol ize conversation with professors they call by their first name. Students
can rest easy that after his openly drunk, lecherous pawing antics last year, Prof.
Williamson has been asked not to return.
Saturday, April 15, 1995
Circus: Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus returns to Norfolk Scope
through April 20. Feel the excitement of2,000 screaming children and smell the
fun of 200 infrequently bathed elephants, monkeys, and tent workers.

F:tLAx. HIS %Nr[/JC(S ARt f<t}U,y UG/fr "
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Sunday, April 16, 1995
Easter Egg Hunt: Sponsored b)' the Jewish Law Students Association. Law
School Lawn, Noon - Sundown.
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Striking players fired; Dean Robert Kaplan to the rescue
By A. Duck Drowning
The world wa shocked toda when
all the major league players were fired.
This tum of e ents punctuates a tumultuous week for major league baseball. It
was-only 96 hours ago when Don (H~ e
No) Fehrannounced that the players were
accepting Ownership'S last offer and returning. Don Fehr said, " It is time to put
the past aside and act for the good of the
game. Someho , the players will suri e on their meager pay."
Fehr reacted with an·ger when asked
if l e players were returning because
they had exhausted their 1 billion dollar
strike fund in 10 months. Despite the
circumstances 0 fthe players ' return, there
was a general feeling of optimism in the
air. This quickly changed \i hen the pIa -

ers started coming to camp.
The problems surfaced the next da .
In the Padres training camp, the replacement players beat the real players in an
intrasquad game 9-0. While this result
was dismissed as a fluke (It was the
Padres, after all ; they are hardly a major
league team), the situation worsened the
next day. Oil Can Boyd. pitching for the
replacement White Sox, no-hit the regular White· Sox, striking out Frank Thomas all four times he faced him. This
result was repeated at all the major league
camps.
The owners quickly gathere9, holding a meeting to decide what to dQ. At
that meeting, the owners voted 27-1 ,
with onl Peter Angelos dissenting, to
fire all the fonnerly striking players. This

announcement left the union members
stunned. However, a couple of players
moved quickly to find other jobs. John
Kruk has been hired as a model for a
chain ofBig and Tall Stores. Ken Griffey,
Jr. has finally cros.sed 0 er and officially
become a cartoon. He will star in a new
Disney animated feature with the Genie
from Aladdin. The movie is still untitled
but will be a buddy picture in 01 ing the
rescue of a damsel in distress from her
kidnapper, a Beast.
He's back, or is he?
Michael Jordan ' s comeback ended
prematurely today. After scoring 55
points (the highest total in the NBA this
year) last night against the Knicks, Jordan said that he was once again the best
in the game and now has nothing else to

prove. Thus he was retiring again.
In a related development, tragedy was
narrowly averted today when Commissioner David Stem was talked down off
a 19th story ledge.
In an unrelated move (or is it?), the
Chicago Bears released wide receiver
Curtis Conway, freeing up a spot on the
roster.
The Bears deny any contact with Jordan, but said that anytime you have an
opportunity to add a great athlete to your
team, you must explore that option.
Jordan, who has not played football .
since the Pee-Wee league denies any
interest in the position, but adds, " What
a challenge that would be. Then people
would really have to admit that I was the
best athlete in the world."

- - - - - - - - - More letters from our dedicated fans
To the Editor:
Will you please ask people to stop
talking about how much I look Iike Shaggy
from Scooby Do?
Sincerely yours,
A concerned Torts professor

To the Editor:
I always knew that kid had a screw
loose somewhere--how was I to know
that it was in his knee?
Reflectively,
Dave's Doctor

To the Editor:
When I said " kill everyone," 1 didn' t
mean everyone, just most of you.
Feeling misunderstood,
Jim
To the Editor:
You think I'm going to stop with the
Honor Code? No way! I want to see one
library, one campus, one classroom, one
bathroom, one pen, one pencil, one sheet
of paper. Streamlining is the future, baby,
and I'm on the cutting edge!
Slightly out-of-touch,
President Sullivan

To the Editor:
I can' t believe 1 allowed a gay man to
introduce me at the Bill of Rights symposium, next time will you please try and
make sure the emcee is a heterosexual?
And call me Doctor--I've got alD .
Feeling Sanctimonious,
(The Reverend) Pat Robertson

To the Editor:
I still don't think I did anything wrong
- I was in a hurry for God's sake!
Disillusioned,
Kyle

To the Editor:
I've heard that someone at your school
is wearing his hair in my style. Stop it just cut it out! This is a special hair style
for gifted actors only; not everybody can
pull it off.
Concerned,
Keanu Reeves
To the Editor:
That previous dork referring to him.,

self as a gifted actor really pisses me off.
Gifted? Him? Ha! He 'sjust lucky that's
all. Iff had received a few more breaks I
could be sitting at the Oscars and starring
in action movies too!
I think I could, anyway,
That other guy from the Bill & Ted 's
Adventure movies

To the Editor:
What the hell does he have to complain about?
Puzzled,
Peter Scolari
To the Editor:
We really don't have anything to say,
but we think its important that we be
heard from anyway.
You're welcome,
Tim, Greg and Peter
To the Editor:
I don't care what you dorks think, my
Gonzaga students like me.
From somewhere far away (we hope),
Sepulnick

To the Editor:
I would like to voice my disapproval
of the new computer registration system.
Now it' s not going to be as easy to screw
over students I dislike.
Technology, smecnology,
Liz Jackson
To the Editor:
I'm going to get that'Ted Atkinson
"Mr. Smart Guy" S.O.8. if it takes the rest
of my Iife--oh yeah, and remember that
Uzi I showed in law camp? It's real.
Starting to get miffed,
Fred
To the Editor:
The new SBA President is that in
name only--within two months I'll be
running the whole show.
I want power,
Amy
To the Editor:
Help yourself.

Neil
To the Editor:
I'm over21, OK? Does everybody get
it? I'm not Dougie anymore, allright?
God please bring someone who looks
younger in next year's class.
Hopefully,
Dougie

Sometimes it's hard to be a woman

To the other editor,
Like, I know I said I was going to do an
imaginative reconstruction of Donaldson's will for this issue, but what happened was' I got so realistic and so
authentic and just got carried away, and I
could tell that I was becoming more and
more like Donaldson until finally , I
couldn't help myself. I burned it.
Except for the part I need to use for the
Law Review.
Like I care,
Erich

_ or.- - - .
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2L, FBI find Legal Skills a little too realistic
Ramsey Taylor
Jim Moliterno rightfully takes
pride in his Legal Skills program, especially in the way it
puts students in simulations that
accurately mirror real life. That
realism along with its internal
consistency creates a unique environme'nt for students to learn
practical lawyering skills. Unfortunately, sometimes the realism goes too far with
ramifications that may last a lifetime .
For Client E my group
represented a client aware of
another client's violation of the
Export Administration Act. The
Act prohibits exports of certain
militarily or technologically sensitive equipment without permission from the Commerce
Department. The violation here

involved shipping nuclear de- trieve the copy left at Kingsmill.
After a couple of days, the
vices to Italy and then to Iran. Per
Legal Skills requirements our Kingsmill security guards, ungroup wrote a memo analyzing certain of whom the document
the ram ifications ofthe shipment was for, read it. Notbeing familand potential liability under the iar with Jim Moliterno and his
excellent program, they took the
Act.
Upon completion of the memo seriously and assumed the
memo, I, as group contact man- facts were true. The Security
ager, was in charge of getting it guards called the FBI. The FBI
to our client. As our client lives retrieved the memo and took it
at Ford's Colony I was told that seriously; after all, shipments to
I should leave the memo at the Iran and terrorism are much more
gatehouse so she could retrieve it fun to investigate than mail fraud .
At 9 a.m. on the Friday mornwhen convenient. Mixing up
prestigious housing communi- ing before Spring Break I reties , I left the memo at the ceived a phone call from Special
gatehouse to Kingsmill, then Agent Ted Jones, head of the
promptly forgot the business. My Regional counterespionage
client called the next day to say branch of the FBI. Agent Jones
she had not received the memo left a message on my voice mail
and that I needed to get her a saying the Feds wanted to talk to
copy. I rushed our client a copy me. Very concerned, not aware
to the memo and failed to re- of what federal laws I had vio-

lated (does the FBI now investigate playing computer games on
state computers in the library?), I
returned the call imm·ediately.
Agent Jones informed me that he
wanted to discuss a certain memo
I had written which the Bureau
was investigating. I tried to explain the nature of Legal Skills
and the simulation aspect over
the phone but he would not buy
my story. For policy reasons he
had to interview me in person at
the law school to verify the lack
of any violation.
Agent Jones came to the law
school, where he interviewed me
about the memo. I was confident
that I would be exonerated since
Dean Krattenmaker promised to
vouch for my character and a
good' word from him will clear
anybody with the Feds. I showed
the Agent the Legal Skills cur-

riculum, lethimmeetlonni (Goddess of Legal Skills) Lyman an~
convinced him that the memo
was part of a simulation. I concluded the interview by pointing
out that Dan Barnes is head of a
notorious criminal conspiracy
and should be investigated, which
Agent Jones promptly noted. He
returned my memo and after critiquing the Bluebook form of
several cites left the law school
in a dark blue sedan (fact). He
did inform me that my name is
now in the notorious FBI files
where I will keep company with
the likes of Dr. King, Kennedy
and John Levy. The lesson of
this incident for I Ls who will
face Client E next year: put your
memos in envelopes when delivering to clients. Being the subject of a federal investigation is
not convenient.

What's Going On

Street Law Clinic links M-W and the community
By Doug Steinberg
The stre~t law clinic has been both a
tough and a rewarding experience for its
law student/teachers. The street law clinic,
started by Professor Grover and managed
by Deb BentJey(l L), is a new program at
M- Wand represents another bridge between the law school and the local community. Street law refers to law classes
developed for the general public. In this
case, two person teams of law students
taught at nearby Enterprize Academy.
The Enterprize Academy is a special
school developed by the cities of Hampton Roads and Newport News for "at risk"
kids who have been expelled or suspended
from regular school. Principal Jackie
Diggs said his school had two goals. ' First
it provides a place for kids to continue
school when the ha e had difficulties in
or outside of regular school. Secondly.
the school tries to return the kids to regular school with pushed up skills so the,
can compete with the other kids." The
Enterprize Academy has found that there
is a 75 percent retention rate for the students the return to regular school. John
Maurusi described the school as " a caring
, environment; I think the kids know that
and act accordingly."
Grover is extremely happ, with the
results of the clinic. She commented that
"the law 'students who ran the program
this year ha e been excellent in both creating a curriculum from scratch and·teaching the classes." The purpose behind the
program was for both the law and
Enterprize students to gain from their
time in the classroom. According to
Grove'r,"We' re not just giving to the Acad-

emy, they're giving a lot back to us."
3L Charles Johnson (C.J.) and 2L
Lorrie Sinclair learned a fairly harsh
lesson about life on the street from their
students. Although the assigned topic for
the students was crimes against property
such as vandalism, the subject quickly
changed to more mundane matters. In
response to an awkwardly phrased anS\Ner from one of her students, Si~c1air
asked how many of them thought that
they would live to see age nineteen. Approximately half of her students, all between the ages of eleven and thirteen,
belie ed they would n ol live to see that
age. Johnson and Sinclair ql)ickly
switched from the assigned topic to one
with positive life reenforcement.
Initiall, most law students found the
classes tough to teach . Some law students, such as 3L Brad Wagshul, had
informall taught legal topics at local
schools. But for the majority of students
the legal clinic was their first time walking into a classroom as a teacher. The law
students decided to break the ice with the
students b, playing a little trick on them.
At the beginning of class. lollipops
were passed out and the students were
permitted to take as many of the candies
as the desired. OnI after the box had
been passed around did the students learn
that for each candy they grabbed they
would have to tell som eth ing about them selves that other people did know. Grover
wants to add a full day of ice-breakers
with the students for next year.
Joel Fisher, one of the teachers at the
Enterprize Academy, was surprised by
his students' reaction to the street law

- lorrie Sinclair

classes. "The students were challenged
by the law students. The questions they
asked were both intelligent and relevant
to the topics."
Another teacher echoed Fisher' s sentiments. 'The kids are very bright. Given
an opportunity, I see a lot of them sitting
in the position I am today." When asked
whether he thought that most of the students would get such an opportunity, this
teacher reluctantly responded, "Unfortunately no ."
Diggs is convinced that with further
commun ity in olvement, his school can
give his students that opportunity. "Our
mission is to challenge the students as
much as possibre by relying heavily on
tpf'hrlOlogy." 3L Greg James was de-

lighted to discover the teachers were using the popular computer game Sim City
2000 to teach the kids about their
semester' s theme, city life.
Diggs thinks that he can reach his
students by keeping the class numbers
down to nine or less. "Believe me, small
is better. Essentially we try to disorient
them to what they are accustomed to and
then start over."
Grover hopes that next year there are
students ready to take on the challenge of
making a difference in these kids' lives.
Diggs concluded that' "the law students
contribute to the education. As far as
getting the community involved in the
Enterprize Academy, we've just begun to
open the box!"
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Crossfire

V -J Day: Are we coveting up Japan's crimes, or our own?
A time for reflection, not celebrat- US. kowtows to Asian authoritariing
anism,jorgetting Japan's atrocities
Michael Homans

"What I object to is 50th
anniversary celebrations
... Such celebrations (and
U.S. histories of the war)
tend to demonize our enemies, Germany and Japan, while always placing
the U.S. in the righteous,
sinless hero's role."

• It kind of shocked me a few months
ago to read about the fire-bombings of
Dresden. Never before in my education
or in the mass media had I read an account
questioning the wisdom of such u.s. and
British actions in World Wa,r II.
Tens of thousands of civilians were
needlessly killed, mostly out of revenge
for German bombings of England, near
the end of the war. It was a ruthless,
unnecessary act of brutality, motivated
by the passions of battle. No one can be
events, that gloat about the victories of the
proud of such violence.
Likewise, I was surprised to read ear- U.S. and its allies. Such celebrations (and
lier this year that the civilian deaths of U.S. histories of the war) tend to demonU.S. conventional bombings of Tokyo ize our enemies, Germany and Japan,
totalled more than 100,000. That's in while always placing the U.S. in the righaddition to the 200,000-plus civilians teous, sinless hero's role.
What's worse, "celebrating" V-J Day
killed by the atomic bombs the U.S.
also glorifies war. Retired Admiral Thodropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
It' s funny. My school teachers never mas H. Moorer who is organizing a
taught much about those bombings, ex- . Sept. 2 V-J Day 50th anniversary comcept to note how advanced the U.S. was in memoration in Hawaii, said the event
developing nuclear weapons and to ratio- will laud the fact that the U.S. and its
nalize that the bombings were ' necessary allies " built the greatest war machine the
world has ever known."
to exped ite the .end of the war."
That ' s something to celebrate ?
I think the same actions would be
explained differently ifJapan had bombed Considering that, worldwide, 53 milinnocent civilians in Los Angeles and San lion people died in World War II , I think
Francisco in an effort to "expedite the end grieving is more in order.
Finally, let me add that the re is no
of the war." In such a case, we would
probably cite longstanding international denying that Japan committed atrocilaws of war, forbidding the killing of ties during World War II such as the
Rape of Nanking (70,000 murdered),
civilians.
Regardless of the specifics, massive the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, and
death and destruction are causes of mourn- the brutal colonization of Korea. Vieting and soul-searching, not celebration.
nam, the Philippines and other parts of
"The outcome of World War II calls . East Asia.
our attention to so many disasters and
But instead of triumphantly condemntragedies that ' celebrating' doesn ' t seem ing others -- 50 years after the fact -- let us
to be .a word that is well-chosen," com- look inward and focus on our own deeds
mented Russell Weigley, a military histo- and misdeeds. Let us contemplate, sorian at Temple University.
berly, what we did right and wrong.
I agree.
Those who yearn for celebration, I
Don' t get me wrong, I believe the think, are yearning for a glorious yesUnited States was in the right against both teryear in which the United States was
Germany and Japan. And I believe the the almighty , unquestioned white
reSUlting hegemony after World War II knight ofthe globe slaying evil dragons,
has brought greater global prosperity than the savior nation that brought democracy;
any time before. I also believe that those freedom and prosperity to the world .
. That myth may have some truth. There
who fought andlor died in the war should
be honored and remembered .
are other truths, too, that stain the white
What I object to is 50th anniversary . knight with innocent blood. Those truths
celebrations, such as the planned V -J Day demand that we not "celebrate" a war.

What is the Disciplinary Board?
By Jason Aldrich
The Disc"iplinary Board is the branch
ofM- W' s Judicial Council that tries cases
involving criminal conduct such as vandalism and sexual harassment. 3L Matt
Bissonette Judicial Council Chief Justice
and Disciplinary Board member, recently
met with the Amicus to shed some lighton
this rarely used and little understood tribunal.
The Board consi~ts of two faculty

members, appointed by the Dean, and two
students, the SBA President and the Judicial Council Chief Justice. In order for a
student to be convicted and sanctioned, at
least three of these four members must
. vote for conviction.
The Board goes to great lengths to
protect the identity ofthe accused. 'Hearings are closed unless the defendant re-

See BOARD on 11

Henry Jardine
In an act of Orwellian ' doublespeak,'
it has reportedly been proposed that "Victory over Japan Day" no longer be used to
describe Aug. 15, 1945, the day ofJapan' s
surrender to the United States, which
marked the end of World War II.
With the upcoming commemoration
of the 50th anniversary ofJapan ' s surrender, the Clinton Administration. has reportedly proposed to avoid the term V-J
Day and instead use "Victory in the Pacific" at the offtcial events in Hawaii, so
as not to offend the sensibilities of the
Japanese. For similar reasons, it has been
reported that the Pearl Harbor ceremonies
will be scaled back.
These shocking examples of latterday appeasement, in addition to the recent
fight over the Enola Gay exhibition at the
Smithsonian, reflect a frightening effort
to rewrite history and to denigrate the
sacrifices of our American and Allied
soldiers who gave their lives in a fight
against worldwide tyranny.
Much of the recent revisionism is the
result of supposed moral ambiguity created by the United States dropping the
atom ic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
which forced the Japanese finally to capitulate. To some Americans and many
Japanese, the use of the atomic bomb to
end a war started by Japan was, as
ewsweek quoted Hitoshi Motoshima,
Mayor of Hiroshima, "one of the two
greatest crimes against humanity in the
20th century, along with the Holocaust."
The implication of such post hoc moralization is chilling. Forgotten is the brutalization meted out by a cold-blooded
Empire that at its height dominated a
quarter ofthe world. Tojo' s hordes slaughtered millions in Japan 's inexorable march
through China, present-day Vietnam ,
Laos, Cambodia, Burma, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Indonesia, New Guinea and
the· Melanesian , Micronesian , and
Polynesian islands. Now somehow, the
Japanese are victims.
Efforts to change history simply reflect the ignorance of history. The Washington Times published an America's
Talking/Gallup poll which found that 65
percent of Americans didn 't even know
President Truman ordered the use ofthe
bomb, and 35 percent did not know the
first atomic bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima. As The Washington Times
notes, Japanese students are taught that
Japan declared war well before Pearl Har-
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"Forgotten is the brutalization meted out by a
cold-blooded Empire that
at its height dominated a
quarter of the world."
bor, the invasion of China is referred to as
"incidents," and there is no mention of the
"Rape of Nanking," where the streets ran
with the blood oftens ofthousands s'laughtered by the Japanese soldiers.
We are even willing to go so far as to
forget the lives of the young American
boys sacrificed so that we can sit here
today and indulge in our moralizing selfflagellation. The 68 ,000 dead and
wounded who fell during the battle of
Okinawa, which was but a taste of an
invasion of Japan itself, are forgotten, as
are the boys who walked to their graves
over the 100 hellish miles to Bataan .
The Cleveland newspaper, The Plain
Dealer, noted that in Germany's World
War II prison camps one percent of American prisoners died in captivity, while in '
Japan the extermination of American
POWs was proceeding so rapidly that if
the war had gone on for another year, they
would have all been exterminated. In one
of the most shocking examples of hypocritical forgetfulness, The Plain Dealer
described how survivors, who had built a
Japanese railroad in southern Asia during
the war, tried to erect a plaque honoring
those who had died. The U.S. government fought the remembrance, saying
that the inscription - that the plaque was
for those who "died of inhumane treatment"- was insulting to the Japanese.
Sadly, what we fail to recognize by
condemning the United States for the
atrocities of World War II, as opposed to
those who started it, is how close we
really were to losing the war. Atthe outset
of American involvement, most of the
. world was under the heel of Fascist dictatorship: the entire continental Europe, to
the outskirts of Moscow; Northern Africa; all of Asia with India threatened; all
of the Pacific to the shores of Australia
and Hawaii; even in South America there
were Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay Bolivia and others under the control of fascists.
Truly, World War II was ''The Good
Fight. " However, some, like the
Smithsonian, try to characterize the war
by stating, "For Americans, this war was
fundamentally . . . a war of vengeance.
For most Japanese it was a war to defend
their unique culture against Western imperialism."
If Western imperialism has wrought
50 years of relative peace, flourishing
democracies throughoutthe world including Japan and Germany, and the collapse
of Marxist-Leninism - I'll take Western
imperialism.
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quests that they be open to the pUblic. In
the event of a conviction, an announcement is posted, but the student's anonymity is still protected.
Bissonette said that the Board usually
meets two or three times in an academic

II

year, but this year it has only had to meet
once. In the event of a conviction, the
Board has a wide range of sanctions at its
disposal. Students found guilty of damaging College property may be required
to reimburse the College for such damage . Other possible sanctions include a
simple verbal or written reprimand or

Ask. Mr. Smart .Guy ·
Dear Mr. Smart Guy:

I'm a third year law student,
and in 6 weeks or so I'll be graduating. The other day, I saw someone that I had never seen before.
I asked a friend who it was, and
I was told that it was a fellow
classmate of mine. How the hell
did I go three years and not meet
this person? Where do they go
after class, and how did they
avoid contact with others for so
long?
-- Weirded Out
Dear Weirded:
It's true that there are indeed
some students that never seem to
talk to others, or have somehow
blended into the background.
These human chameleons have
managed to go three years without actually talking to anyone,
and it is legitimate for you to feel
disconcerted. This is a school
where you can't blow your nose
or go to the bathroom or leave
your duties behind as S.B.A.
president for a few days and slip
off to Florida to meet up with a
guy you hooked up with in Key
West for a repeat performance
without somec1own blabbing the
whole thing to the public at large,
for goodness sake! It's more
incestuous around here than it is
in the hollers of West Virginia!
Yet, somehow, these Boo
Radleys have escaped attention.
S()m p. ;lrp. mMTip.o . and have no

reason to hang around here, and
that's okay. Some have real or
imagined boyfriends/girlfriends
and are somewhat justified in
cutting out after class.
We know the fates of the
Brennemans, the Whipples, the
Jordans, the Hanleys and the
Lannings of our class, but the
others--who knows? Why is it
that we've been eluded by Beth
Weatherly, Bob Barker, or Lori
Kerber? Are they nice? Sure
they are, but what do we know
about them otherwise? How is it
that even I can 't find anything
bad ( 0 say about them?
We now know why we
haven ' t seen Jon Nixon 's face
around here, but where has Scott
Drabenstadt slipped off to? Or
Michele Walsh? Havetheybeen
abducted by flesh-eating aliens?
Secreted away by the Colonial
Parkway Killer?
' Weirded, I know that I've
raised more questions than answers. But to some questions,
my friend, the answers are elusive. I can tell you no more.
Dear Mr. Smart Pants:

1 heard a rumor that the
administration's going to add a
bust of Fred Lederer to the collection of Wythe, Marshall, and
Blackstone busts in the lobby. Is
this true?
-- Just Curious
Dear Curious:

probation, which limits a student's activities and provides that a violation of its
terms can result in dismissal from M- W .
The most" severe sanctions include per~
manent expulsion or requiring a student
to withdraw from the law school for a
period of time but permitting himlher to
apply for readmission at a later date.

No, the rumor isn ' t true, but
there is some talk that a moving,
life-size Lederer is going to be
stationed outside the former
McGlothlin Moot Courtroom to
wave to judges from Latvia and
whatnot when they come to see
the dazzling wonder that is Courtroom 21. Your confusion may
stem from the fact that Professor
Schaefer's classes are going to
be taught next year by the bust of
John Marshall.
Dear Mr. Smart Guy:
What the hell happened to
Danny Reed ' s hair?

--Puzzled
Dear Puzzled:
It is an unusual haircut, reminlscent of old episodes of " I,
Claudius," and I'm puzzled by
the change as well. In all frankness, I've only seen that hairstyle on gay men, and so I'm not
sure why Danny would choose
to . .. oh, yeah. Nevermind.
I'm told that his change from
his old girlish bouffant (if I can
say that) to the new Keanu Reed
look is for ease-of-groom ing reasons and not because he' s gone
radical militant or anything. And
he' s not the only one. Visiting
Australian student Mark Beard

See GUYon 16

Any student who wants to learn more
about the Disciplinary Board should consult either the William and Mary Student
Handbook or M-W's brochure entitled,
"The Honor System." Both of these describe in great detail the kinds of activities
that may be sanctioned, as well as the
rights possessed by an accused student.

Rupe v. Washington
By John Crouch

The state of Washington cannot hang
a man who ' ll thereby lose his head.
For though we're told he ' ll feel no pain,
he' ll be a mess before he ' s dead.
Big Mitchell Rupe preferred just to rob,
but he' d kill when it suited his needs,
'til a jury said, "Hanging him should do the job,
and make him repent of his deeds."
Upon death row with no career
and no chance of being paroled,
he cast aside all cholesterol-fear
to see how much food he could hold.
And many ' s the night he ' d devour
his supposedly final meal ,
and be spared at the twenty-third hour
by some frivolous last-ditch appeaL
Meanwhile, bolting his generous rations,
smugly through death row he lumbers,
his gargantuan emanations
smothered in flaccid penumbras.
A 400-pound body, the physicists say,
gains massive momentum when falling,
and on reaching the end of its rope, it won't stay,
but headless, instead, will go sprawling.
But modern men like to die slowly in bed
in the ebbing of life's thin gruel.
To die upright, and lose one's head
seems unusual and cruel.
We remand to a sentencing jury,
giving Big Mitch a glimmer of hope.
They may choose life in prison, or lethal injection,
or a different kind of rope.
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COURSES '-from 1
students easily become overwhelmed and
may lack basic case-reading skills. Thus
they will have to make major cuts in the
material covered.
They also intend to retain the Socratic
method as much as possible, despite having less time. Gerhardt said the Socratic
method was not necessarily slower than
lecturing. Property Professor Lynda Butlermentioned the possibility ofa "Socratic
lecture" style, in which she would often
answer her own questions.
The property teachers are not completely sure yet whether they will teach
future interests. The one thing they can
say for sure is that all I Ls will learn the
same amount of future interests, ifany, so
that everyone will be on an equal footing
when taking Trusts and Estates.
Professor Ron Rosenberg intends to
teach a compressed amount of future interests. Butler hopes to as well , but she is
concerned that ifshe gets into it at all, she
will ha e to spend a lot of time on it, or
else students will feel completely "overwhelmed ... it ' s such a weird and complex
area."
To get students through future inter-
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ests, she _and Rosenberg,are thiDking of lar and w~ actually enjoyed by the last that there _are some cases with only one
assigning -problems, as in a math class, . M-W class to use it, who are now 3Ls. rightanswer:
Devins had vowed to expunge the
and only going over a fe~ of them fully in However, Rosenberg wondered how he
class. They may also try to get teaching could use a J,OOO-plus-page book in one First Amendment from students' collecfour-hour course, so he called coauthor tive memory, but lamented that "now that
assistants.
Butler also mused about a separate, Jim Krier and asked him. Krier teaches I'm teaching the First Amendment, I'm
pass/fail proficiency exam for such dry such a course at the University of Michi- beginning to have my doubts."
Devins is presently "toying with" a
and complex subjects as future interests. gan, and is, sending Rosenberg his syllaStudents would keep taking the exam bus. Rosenberg thinks the syllabus will scheme in which he would teach units on
influence him considerably, considering the foundations, due process, equal prountil they passed.
tection, privacy, separation of powers,
However, all four professors are quite the source.
In the land use area, Butler plans to and federalism (which would be shortcomfortable with the prospect of fourhour exams. ' I' d hate to test the students emphasize servitudes and omit zoning ened and consist only of commerce and
and condominium law, while Rosenberg dormant commerce.) Hewouldnotteach
' on only half the class," said Devins.
will probably teach a selection of private speech, religion, national security, standClassic cases "link us all"
Personal property cases, in which the and public land restricti.ons_Students will ing,justiciability or desegregation as such,
fundamental nature of property is ex- still learn landlord-tenant law, but not - but he would use cases that combined
them with the subjects he was officially
plored in cases about fox-hunting and lost quite as much of it as before.
rings, will probably be cut back severely,
Rosenberg is likely to omit convey- teaching.
according to Butler.
ancing, and feels that trying to offer a tiny Nothing is final
Rosenberg will cut them some, but sampling of land transfer law would not
The profe~sorswill not be sure oftheir
very carefully. These beloved " law sto- be useful. Butler may cut conveyancing teaching plans until the summer. They
ries" provide "a rite of passage" into think- back to one week. She will cover warran- will be talking to people who have taught
ing as a lawyer, he said, and " link us all ties of title and a bit of recording law, but one-semester lLcourses, and will coordi. together," so that 25-year old and 85-year not title insurance.
nate their plans with each other someold lawyers share a common culture - if Constitutional Law
what.
only "a common basis of absurdity. "
Devins will not change the first stage
As Rosenberg said, next year will be
Rosenberg will change textbooks and of his course, which gets students in- " a transitional year into figuring out what
use Dukeminier and Krier ' s jocular volved in the fundamentals of Constitu- first-year students can do" in one semescasebook, which is the nation ' s most popu- tional decision-making and reminds them ter.

Outer Limits
By John Crouch
Suicidal PR
The Secret Service, BA TF, DEA
and other federal agencies called
off a massive drug raid at a housing project because D.C. ' s government announced it in a press
release. (USA Toda)).
Having fUD with 911
James Ryan of Chorley, EngL
called to report a gas leak, then
absentmindedly lit a cigarette.
He and his mother caught fire ,
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but lived. (London Times). A
Woodbridge, Va. man called the
police and told them a burglar
had stolen eight ounces of mar i- .
juana. The ·victim was not arrested , as he no longer had
possession. (USA Today) . An
Arunde"l Eng\. man reported that
he 'd been poisoned, then stole
the ambulance when it arrived .
(London Times).
Copperfield meets his match
Celebrated magician and escape
artist David Copperfield disappeared during a Paris fashion
show. He had locked himself in
a bathroom and couldn't get out.
(USA Today).
Motor-voter law works
Thirteen people accidentally registered their babies to vote when
they signed up for welfare in
Columbus, Ohio. (USA Today).

Fetal fossil
A woman who died at 92 had
carried a dead, calcified baby in
her womb for 60 years, Austrian
doctors reported. (London
Times) .

Punishment fits crime
Cam bridge University's Conservative Association banned a Conservative legislator from its
functions because " he wore suede
shoes with a dinner jacket and
kept . asking people to put out
their cigarettes." (Observer).
Homeless dogs in high cotton
Homeless people have the
world's healthiest dogs, as they
are well-exercised and not over- fed , according to the National
Canine Defence League. "They
are almost flea-free because
they're not lolling around in overheated houses," says Collette

Case, who runs the League's shelter for the homeless and their
dogs . (London Times).
Rule, Britannia
Serbs mugged the head of
Britain' s Special Forces and his
three bodyguards in a Sarajevo
suburb, stealing his only weapon.
The U.N. suppressed the news
for a week. (London Times).
Follow the money
A Carbondale, Ill. couple put a
kitten in a drive-in bank teller's
pneumatic deposit tube. It got to
the bank unhurt. (USA Today).
Stoning
Masked "hunt saboteurs" stoned
two women to halt a fox hunt in
Essex, England. (London Times).
Cold-hearted murderess
Fugitive murder suspect Jerri
Gaither has an annoying habit of
sending Tallahassee police pic-

tures of herself on the beach.
(USA Today) .
What does "La Toya" mean in
English, anyway?
" I don ' t want people to thirik I'd
ever take my clothes off. I wou ld
never do that," said La ToyaJackson, who has posed naked in
Playboy. Well, not unless "big
bucks" are involved, her -husband/manager explained. A $20paying crowd threw things at h~r
when she breached a contract to
strip. (USA Today).
Was he arguing Cain' s side?
Michael Lee of Durango, Colo.
shot his brother in the ear while
arguing over the family Bible.
(USA Today).
Not funny dept.
The BBC broadcast the world' s
flrst televised euthanasia, live.
(London Times).

TRADING CARDS: TRANSFER STUDENTS SUBMERGE THEIR SORDID PASTS
r-----------, r-----------, r---------~-,

p-----------.I

I
LAURA SUDDARTH
I
I
I Don't be fooled by the mildI mannered woman in the picI ture. When she ' s not

I
I
I
I
I

studying proposed tax regs:
in hopes of a brighter future I
and showing Meg Skelton I
who's ~oss in their study I
group , Laura can be seen I
showing off her tattoo , I
"MacKinnon is God." She I
has been forced to reveal it I
twice in Legal Skills already. I
~onaldsori had better watch I

I
LYNN DICKINSON
I
I
I
I
I
I Lynn is married to a 1L, I
I This may explain the move I
I to the 'burg and why she is :
I never seen at Paul ' s, I
: prompting the ownerto place I
I her picture under a "Miss- I
I ing" sign on their door.
I
I It isn't well known , but Lynn I
I was forced to leave her I
. I happyVillanovabecausethe I
J town wasn't big enough for I
I all those law students a.nd I
I her engagement ring.
:

.~~~~~£~----~ ~-------~---.

I
DOUG STEINBERG
I
I
I Meirzeshin heir es a bissel
I misushi, heir es a gutter
I mench. Oy vey es meir.

I I
I I
I I
I
I
I

: Heir es a Schnorrer Meshug- :
I enah, a m~'nsch, schremeil I
I
I und a kvetcher.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

RHONDA RIVENS

This picture was taken during
one of the few minutes Rhonda
isn't on the old beltway visting
the beau. She transfered from
Phi Slama Jama to Phi Slama
Deli, W&M .
Rhonda is apparently quite
the work out monster... up at
the crack of dawn: Vm not going to mess with her in an'y
event.
- This 2L has some BIG plans.
Some new tires, maybe an oil
change -and of course, she's
·doing it all herself. '
.-

I
I
I

._---------_ . •--0.11!'--------.
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Cinema Cynicism

Critic searches his soul for meaning of 1995 harsh reviews
By Stephen Youngkin
Let's see. I could write about a wellacted but empty movie starring Kathy
Bates and Jennifer Jason Leigh , I could
do a few brief comments about the Academy Awards (and pat myself on the back
for being 6 for 6--1 knew I should have
snuck an entry into Professor Marcus'
contest), I could also talk about a movie
that is the truest definition of " style over
substance" or I could take my esteemed
co lleague A Ian Duckworth ' s suggestion
and do my annuCj.1 tribute to Kim Basinger
that attempts to answer the eternal question, " Why is a woman who has all the
appeal of a canker.sore but with far less
charm still appearing in legitimate movies?" It's a slow week at the cinema, so
I've decided to tackle the first three and
ignore the fourth possibility,
I'll start with the Oscars. Since I did
call all of them , there was no element of

surprise for me on the winners. My only
surprise was that even with Da id
Letterman as host, the show STILL managed to be bad.
Mind you, Lettern1an made some mistakes that hopefully he ' ll learn from (the
Academy Awards is not the appropriate
venue for " Stupid Pet Tricks"), but overall he did quite well. The main problem
was that only two awards were handed out
in the first 47 minutes. Near the end,
Letterman' s quip that they will be handing the trophy for Best Picture "sometime
before noon tomorrow" didn 't seem like
too much of an exaggeration.
The show also managed to start off on
a very sour note. First, with a confusing
opening production number and then a
speech by Academy president Arthur
Hiller that was jaw-dropping bad. Overall, while Letterman shows promise at
being a decent awards host, the show

proved once again that maybe it's better
to read about them in the morning paper.
Next, the movies , I'll begin with the
newest of the releases, Tank Girl. Actually, it' s pretty sad when this was the most
promising of the new movies (as much as
I like Brian Dennehy--and I think he is a
very strong character actor-- I would
sooner have a barium enema than sit
through Chris Farley in Tommy Boy, and
the less said about Born to Be Wild the
better).
But I bought a ticket to Tank Girl in
spite of the little voice in my head that was
screaming " Don't go, you idiot. This
movie is will leave you bored and angry
that you just blew $4 plus the cost of
munchies." Next time, I' m going to have
to learn to listen to that little voice.
To be honest, it's hard to really describe Tank Girl. Not because it's complex but because there's really no plot to

it. The characters go places and events
occur, but the dir~ctor seems more concerned with style instead of such trivial
items as interes,tlng characters or a"coherent storyline,
But the style of the film is interesting
for about 10 minutes. It' s based on an
underground comic book and contains a
lot of anin1ation sequences done by the
original artist as well the for Natura! Born
Killers and MTV ' s Liquid Television.
But the movie tries too hard to be
bizarre and quickly becomes annoying.
In fact, the one sequence that almost
worked was a bit in the middle where the
cast performs the Cole Porter song " Let's
Do It" as a huge production number. This
would have been cute, but it just felt so
forced and overdone that it was more of a
curiosity than a humorous sketch.

See MOVIES on 16

Leave your study aids behind for a trip to the Winery
By Kim Tolhurst
say, is any of that Merlot left?
was well received by most of
and Lori Petruzzelli
Atthe Williamsburg Winery, those present, although Lori ' s
This week' s tasteful journey we sampled regional wines which only comment was, "This is your
was perhaps more nourishing to to varying degrees pleased our kind of wine, Kim". 2L Louis
the soul tHan to the body, as we contrasting palates. First, we Tessernotedthe distinctoak taste
headed forthevrneyards. While sampled a light wine of Lori's that came from the wine being
one cannot live on wine alone, choosing, the Plantation Blush. aged in oak barrels. The wine ' s
the lovely beverage of blessed This fresh , sweet wine with fruit full name is Acte 12 of 1619,
grapes was nonetheless a warm tones thrilled Lori but was less which refers to an ordinance
dnd soothing pleasure on a sunny admired by Kim, who vastly pre- passed in 1(?J 9 requiring people
spring day.
fers dry wines. "Oooh! It's to grow 12 acres of vineyards.
The third wine tasted was
This seemed to be an oppor- almost as good as white zin!,"
tune time to partake of the relax- shrieked Lori. "You might as Kim's beloved Merloi, a goring joys of wine, if for no other well be in high school, throwing geously colored gem with a rich,
reason than to escape for an af- back a Bartles & James," coun- warm flavor and hints of spice.
ternoon from the stresses of im- tered Kim.
" Mmmmmmmmmm ," cooed
Our next selection was the Kim. Even Lori, red wine lightpending exams, the bar, finding
a job paying off student loans - Acte 12, a dry white wine which weight, remarked thatthe Merlot

"wasn't bad ." Finally, they
Safnpled the James River White,
a smooth Chardonnay-Seryl
blend. Its taste was pleasant but
notremarkable. Itwould go well
with a light meal or with fruit.
All in all, the Williamsburg
Winery offers a good selection
of relatively inexpensive wines
and a good opportunity to support the Virginia wine industry.
A few sour notes: 1) these wines
seem to be more expensive at the
winery than the exact same
Williamsburg Winery wines in
the grocery stores; 2) the service
left something to be desired - the
server seemed knowledgeable

about the wines but was not very
forthcom ing with history or serving suggestions; and 3)the server
seemed quite well stocked but
was not very forthcoming with
the wine.
Recommendation : Go there
if you're in the area or wish to
purchase the wines less likely to
appear on the grocery store
shelves, but don 't expect to get
an afternoon ' s entertainment out
of it - or very much wine. For a
better bet, buy a bottle or two,
grab a loved one, and head off
into a patch of sunshine with a
book of poetry and not a study
aid in sight.

Music for the Masses

Cindy Mizelle delivers solid hit; The Grays .need polish
By Scott Layman
Cindy Mizelle: Cindy Mizelle
A long time back-up singer in the
music business, Cindy Mizelle steps up to
bat herself on this self-titled debut, and
delivers a solid hit. This CD is a relaxing
blend of Mizelle's soulful voice and excellent harmonies, alI set to standard R&B
background mu?ic. Each track contains
passion and emotion.
Mizelle has enjoyed recent success
because of her first single, " I've Had
Enough," ,where a distraught Mizelle terminates a relationship. And on " Over
You ," she sings, "Nothing could have
prepared me for such pain and misery/
i ' m in a constant state of grief 'cause
tl]ere's no getting over youl but you stole
my heart and left me only insecurities/ I
find it so hard to believe that you're just a
memory. "
The remaining songs, however, are

more upbeat in their themes. " Because of
You," " I Can't Let Go," and "Two Hearts"
all celebrate strong relationships and true
love.
Mizelle also gets some big-time assistance. Luther Vandross sings back-up
vocals on " Love Talk to Me" and "Smile"
is a duet with Gerald Levert. Mizelle also
does more than just sing; she co-wrote
three of the songs.
.
Mizelle' s debut is solid and consistent, a refined collection of SUltry ballads
that are perfect for a romantic evening.
The music is nothing new or special, jus.!
ordinary drum programming and key-'
boards that creates pure R&B. But
Mizelle ' s voice is strong enough to carry
this release, making this an enjoyable set
of love songs.
The Grays: Ro Sham Bo
The Gmys have a unique sound; that is
often retro, often melodic, but ultimately

one that doesn ' t hold up overall. , This is
due as much to production as anything
else.
The CD gets off to a fine start with
"Very Best Years," that musically sounds
like the Doobie Brothers. With uplifting
and strong vocals the song goes, "Yes
there is something you can do my love!
won't you help me through these troubled
times/ and serve to remind/ that everything is going to be' all right! despite my
fighting bitter tears/ 'cause these are the
very best years."
The music style of the Grays is very
free -flowing and improvisational.
" Everybody' s World" and "Friend of
Mine" are tracks that combine Beatleslike harmonies (three of the band ' s four
members share vocal duties) with mellow
,
and fun riffs. •
. "Same Thing" musically evokes fa~ 
vorable comparisons to Nirvana and Tom

Petty and the Heartbreakers, as unlikely a
combination as that seems.
"Oh Well Maybe" is the best song on
Ro ShQff! Bo, even though the ' catchy
guitar riff is very derivative of The Cult's
" Wildflower." The song is very upbeat
and playful. Yet even this song suffers
from some of the improvisations that
plague the rest of the CD; in the middle of
the song an annoying music Qo..-x sound
',- ,
bite is inserted.
These extra touches, along with the
length of the CD, are what ultimately
doom Ro Sham Bo. Despite some solid
tracks, the Grays try to do too much, and
the result is an extremely difficult listen '.
all the way through.
What sounded fresh at the beginning
of the CD becomes tired and.boring by the
end. The Grays show some promise, but ·
need to polish and tighten their production.
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Calendar of Events
Monday, April 3, 1995
Why Read Gay Fiction: Christopher Bram, author, will give us the answer.
Botetourt Theater, Swem Library, 7:30 p.m.
Movie: ''Nobody' s Fool," Paul Newman trying to reconcile his past and make
it with Melanie Griffith, Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 7 p.m.
PSF Pledge Week: Pledge a day's salary to help a law student spend hislher
summer working in the public sector. Lasts through April 7.
NCAA Championship Game: Did anyone really need me to remind you of
this?

---

Tuesday, April 4, 1995
French Film: " RED. " Wasn ' t this movie nominated for something?
Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 7 & 9 p.m.
Baseball: vs. Duke, Cary Field, 3 p.m.
Wednesday, April 5, 1995
Lacrosse: vs. JMU, 3:30 p.m.
Guest Judge: Judge Aundria Foster of the Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Court, Newport News, will speak on "The Role of the Juvenile Judge in
Protecting Healthy Families," Moot Courtroom, 4 p.m.
RED: Williamsburg Theafre, DOG Street, 7 & 9 p.m.
Music: Two Skinny Js , F lood Zone, Richmond, 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 6, 1995
RED: Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 7 & 9 p.m.
PSF Chili Cookoff: Law School Patio and Lounge, brin~your food or bring
your appetite for free chili, beer, & sa lsa, 5 p.m.- 7 p.m.
Music: Everything, The Flood Zone, Richmond , 8 p.m.
Friday, April 7, 1995
Jazz Concert: W&M Jazz Ensemble performs big band, Commonwealth
Auditorium, University Center, 8 p.m.
Free Ice Cream: At Ben & Jerry's, II a.m. to 6 p.m.
Late Show: "Natural Born Killers,'" Oliver Stone 's killing spree of a movie.
Make sure you have a strong stomach. Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 11
p.m.
Bar Review: at the Green Leafe. Come meet the prospective class of '98.
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Saturday, April 8, 1995
Baseball: vs. East Carolina, Cary Field, 1 p.m.
5K Run: 2nd Annual Queens Lake 5K Rund at New Quarter Park-Queens Lake.
Call 229-7373 for information . Registration, 8 a.m. One-mile fun run, 9 a.m.
Late Show: "Natural Born Killers, " Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 11 p.m.
Movie: "Animal House," UC Cafe, 10 p.m.
Music: The Cult at the Boathouse.
Sunday, April 9, 1995.
Movie: " Mrs. Parker and the Vicious Circle," Roger Ebert calls this film "A
remarkable movie! " Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 6:45 & 9:15 p.m.
Music: Shudder to Think, The Flood Zone, Richmond, 8 p.m.
Monday, April 10, 1995
Thought for the Day: "In life and death a chainless soul, with courage to .
endure. " Emily Bronte.
Tuesday, April 11, 1995
Movie: 'Legends of the Fal!. " Spend an evening with Brad Pitt. Williamsburg
Theatre, DOG Street, 6:45 p.m.
Music: Tom Petty, Richmond Coliseum.
Wednesday, April 12, 1995
Movie: " Legends ofthe Fall," Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 6:45 p.m .
Thursday, April 13, 1995
All-Day "Deli Night:" To benefit W&M Bone Marrow Drive, Green Leafe,
1 Ia.m. - 2 a.m.
Music: Lori Anderson Chrysler Hall, Norfolk.
Friday, April 14, 1995
Movie: " Rocky," UC Cafe, 10 p.m.
Late Show: "Marquis ," based on the writings of the Marquis de Sade(i.e. lots
of sex) . Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Street, 11 p.m.
Saturday, April 15, 1995
Late Show: " Marquis," Williamsburg Theatre,

D~G

Street, 11 p.m.

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Monica Thurmond (2L) or the Amicus hanging file. Entries
may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events.
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rently on the Board of Directors
as we ll as serving as Corporate
Secretary.
Phelps explained that volunteers were assigned to work
groups which were paired with
volunteer professional contractors who supervised the work.
May 13, the day before Mother' s
Day, will mark the ground-breaking ceremony. The group hopes
to have the house built by Labor
Day. A single mom with two
daughters and their grandmother
will be living in " Lilly's Pad."
Another M- W graduate ,
Brian Marren (' 84), became invo lved with Habitat when he saw
a commercial on TV and called
the loca l branch. As a Board
Member and Treasurer, Marren
also handles the bulk of Habitat' s
legal work on a pro bono basis
and overseas other lawyers. He
noted that Habitat requires legal

.
~-----------------------------~

I

•

"'

volunteers in several areas since
it is a "mortgage company, construction company, as well as
fundraising company."
Habitat for Humanity International is a non-profit organization dedicated to build in g
low-income affordable housing.
Homeowners are chosen on the
basis of their work history, credit
rating, and income status. They
also participate in building the
house and then make mortgage
payments over a fixed period of
time. The payments are used to
help fund the construction of
other homes.
Peninsula Habitat was
founded in 1985 and has' since
built 15 homes throughout the
Peninsula. In addition, approximately 10 percent of Peninsula
Habitat's cash donations are.used
to construct homes in Malawi,
Africa. Last May, Buildermagazine recognized Habitat fo r Humanity as the '17th largest home
builder in the United States.
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A Duck Out of Tfater

If only Don Fehr and the judiciary had never .been born!
By Alan Duckworth
Well, it looks like Michael
Jordan played himself into shape
in less time than it took Duck' s
NCAA pool picks to go all to
hell. But it has been an exciting
week in sports.
The state of Virgin ia now has
a basketball champion. The judiciary attempted to destroy the
National Pastime. Mike Tyson
is back. And believe it or not,
Duck will admit that he was
wrong about something.
College Basketball
Congratu lations to the
Hokies. Virginia Tech won the
National Invitational Tournamen!. Which means they were
the best of the Not-Quites. In
another year, this still might have
been an impressive feat. However this year, Georgia Tech
barely missed a NCAA bid, and
refused a bid to the NIT so its
students can actually study (can
you believe a school putting academics first?). That act clearly
demonstrated how unimportant
the NIT is today.
It has been one hell of a tournament. Arkansas, the defending ational Champion, has
returned to the Final Four. As a

defending champion, with five
returning starters, the trip to the
Final Four was easy. And as
Razorback coach Nolan
Richardson says, they won the
close games because he is a great
coach. Right, Nolan. Your
coaching caused Lawrence
Moten to Webber it. (For the
sport illiterate, Webbering is the
act of calling a time out when
your team is out of time outs. See
1993 NCAA Championship
game.)
And I won ' t mention the
ticky-tack foul or the missed free
throws which allowed the Razorbacks to win their previous
two games. Listen, Nolan, you
are a great coach of a great team .
Get the chip off your shoulder.
You ' ll live longer.
Boxing
Mike Tyson is out of jail and
he, with his promoter Don King,
is looking towards a 100 million
dollar championship fight with
George Foreman. And the saddest part is tha't this isn 't a
punchline. Tyson was paroled
last Saturday and on Thursday
held a press conference to announcehis future . Unfortunately,
he reaffirmed his allegience to

Don (I steal, therefore I am) King.
If Tyson was returning to the
ring, I was hoping for the PreKino Givens Tyson. ThatTyson
was potentially on his way to
being one of the all-time great
fighters. Every fight had the
potential for him to do something amazing. The last couple
of years B.P. (Before the Pageant), Tyson was still a good
fighter, but nothing special. Remember, he lost decisively to
Buster Douglas. Even now, given
the state of the heavyweight division, Tyson might reclaim the
Heavyweight title or at least one
of the countless belts. But, absent a miracle, Tyson ' s best days
in the ring are long behind him .
Pro Basketball
The comeback by the other
Michael looks to be more successful. After watching him score
55 points against the Knicks the
other night, I have to admit he
looked great. I was wrong in
expecting him to be very rusty,
but he looks almost as good as
when he retired, if not as good.
But his Bulls don ' t look great.
Granted, the team is 4-2 since
His Airness has returned. But
two ofthose victories were over

the hapless Celtics and another
over the only slightly superior
Hawks. The Bulls, without Jordan, would have Won all three
games. Againstgood teams, they
are one and .two, beating the
Knicks, but·losing to the Pacers
and the Magic. Aside from Scottie Pippen, the rest of the Bulls
are standing around and watching Jordan . Looks like Jordan
may start talking about his supporting cast again .
Baseball
Today may be the day the
music died. United States District Judge Sonia Sotomayor issued an injunction for the players.
With this injunction, the players
have voted to return to work under the same financial system
that previously existed. While
this return would be good forthe
fans in the short term, allowing
the players to continue to undermine the financial basis of the
game will have disastrous longterm effects.
Potential consequences included the frequent moving of
franchises , creation of a two-tier
league of haves and have nots,
and potentially insolvent fran.chise. For all who deny the fi-

nancial trouble of franchises , remember that the Pittsburgh Pirates, after being forced by
finances, to dismantle a Pennantwinning team, had to take out a
ten million dollar loan last year
to meet operating expenses. This
was before the strike. And they
aren ' t alone as a troubled franchise.
There are two glimmers of
hope. First, the owners are immediately appealing this ruling.
Second and more likely to bear
fruit, the owners may vote to
lock out the players. While there
have been mixed reports on
whether or not the owners have
the votes needed to lock out the
players (21 of 28 teams have to
vote to do it), I think that the
owners will find the votes to successfully lock out the players.
Nothing else would make any
sense.
The owners cannot afford to
have fought this long and to lose
to the players again . And in the
long nm, the players can' t afford
to win . They need the game to
continue. If only Don Fehr had
never been born, this might have
been settled by now. See you
next issue, and then never again.

Amicus computer-like ran kings

50 % T-shirt victors; Soccer not a sport (notwithstanding)
By Neil Lewis
Basketball Highlights
There are some champions in the law
school. Men ' s B-2 basketball champs
50% won their final game over Joe 'Cool"
Tighe' s team offat old guys and Colin 53 46. 3L and Chief Justice " Wrestling"
Matt Bissonette threw in 20 and King
Tower 'records" added 15 for the five
man team 50% . The quote of the game
goes to Joe Tighe, though. 50% was

ready to pick up their T-shirts right after
the game but an obviously exhausted Joe
said, 'You ' ll get your shirts as soon as I
can get up."
Co-rec B champs Co-Dreamers won
the finals in their tournament in a laugher
56-40, led by 1L Amy Mang "The Merciless," who averaged at least J8 points a
game in thepJayoffs. Strong performances
. in the fin al game were turned in by 3 L
Kirst in ' H ah" Mueller, getting 8 points

in her farewell appearance, 1L Anne "Erin
Go Bragh:Less" Ireland who played on a
broken ankle (makes my Marine Corps
blood boil! She is one hard girl. ), 3L Russ
"Oil Can" Foster, who wanted to not only
win the game but humiliate the dorky
undergrad trying to defend him, and 2L
Jon 'the man ' Mahan, who fin ally made
his first shot of the season.
Not as lucky as the previous two teams,
Juice II made itto the fin als ofMen ' s C by
forcing every team in their way to fo rfeit.
Juice coach 2L Sean " \ Know All The
Rules" Overbey planned this masterful
strategy, but when the Juice got to the
finals they actua lly had to playa game and '
they lost.
Hockey Highlights
In an incredible shocker, the best floo r
hockey team in the law school, The Ice
Monkeys, lost to Joe Tighe ' s Ca l-Gary
Isles 4-3 in overtime ofthe B 1 playoffs. A
short handed goal by 2L Neil "Self Stroking" Lewis put the Mon keys ahead with
two minutes left to play, but the Isles
scored on their power pl ay. The goa l
counted just like a regular one even
though the net was clearl, knocked away
from its correct space. Head Ref and
whistle swallower (when it comes to Joe ' s

teams) 3L Steve " Mea Culpa" Arner had
this to say, "Oh yeah, I probably blew that
one." No big deal, Steve, it just knocked
a team out of the playoffs.
The Hanson Brothers now may claim
the title of best floor hockey team in the
law school if they can win the B I tournament. The Bros. faced their first real
challenge last week facing a team with
decent size, the Seamen , but they
squeaked by 5-3, despite racki ng up 10+
penalty minutes over the course of the
game. '
Dogged by Love was knocked out by
the undergrad Whalers (featuring 2L
Wendell "Apple" Pai) 6-2, despite leading 2-0 in the second period. The Dogs
j ust ran out of gas--and fast.
The Mighty Dorks appear to be the
team to beat in the B2 bracket and should
get the coveted 1M champs T-shirts.
Soccer H ighlights
You know, I always give people crap
and te ll them to drop me notes about what
their teams did and when. Most of the
soccer teams have been great about it--but
I lost the notes from the past couple of
weeks. Sorry.
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Sam The· Butcher" Stecker and " Rag- ticipating in was THE BATILE OF THE five minutes because I was scared I would
SOCCER from 15
ged, ' Andy Ollis get n 0 goa ls (at least) 2L TEAMS . Thomas 'English Muffins" hurt somebody. I decked Karl once by
I do know that Sandpiper Air is kick- e ery game and the tough defense of3Ls Estes ' Rain y Day Team vs. Steve " Muf- accident and in my only good play I
fler" King 's Fuck the Draft. No contest. illegally held Tad Fisher " Price" down to
ing butt through Men's B and now stand "B illie' Jean King, Layman, and John
at 3-0 after a 1-0 victory over Fuck the " The Baptist" Ashley don 't even let the Rainy Day beat the crap out o{FTD 4-0 pre ent him from heading the ball in front
Draft. 3L Scott 'Land' La, man' s pen- other team think of scoring. In their last and kept the ball in their offensive end for of the goal. Soccer is more diffic ult than
alty kick pro ided the only scoring.
game last Sunda they played one person nearl the entire game on the strength of it looks--but it's still not a real sport.
fine passing and some strong rushes by USA! USA ! USA! USA! USA! USA!
Can anyone stop the Daisies? The
down and still beat the other team 5-0 .
shut out every opponent they face. 3Ls
A game I had the misfortune of par- Karl "Marx"Uotinen.Ionlyplayedabout USA! USA!
ter,!' erecommendedonemovie the old woman.
fault. You can tell the writer and right amount of emotion and
MOVIES from 13
(The Quick and the Dead). EvComing to Dolores's assis- director didn't care much for it never push it over the top. A
.ery other movie that opened in tance is her estranged daughter, because of the small amount of finely crafted pair of perforAnd that was the general fla,
played by Jenn ifer Jason Leigh. time devoted to the plot. Any mances that deserves to be nowith the movie--the script. It 1995 I e panned or worse.
Fortunately. thathas changed They ha en ' t seen each other in surprises that do exist are so ob- ticed.
proceeded along two assumpmany years because Leigh has vious that you just sit there waitThere, that made me fee l bettions: 1) A pop cultur~1 allusion to an e, tent. I can now find
ter. I've actually found a movie
is fun in and of itself e en if it something positi e to say about always held Bates responsible ing for them to occur.
But what does work is Bate ' s that came out in 1995 that I liked .
makes no sense within the story: a movie and actually recommend for her father's mysterious death
_) If you keep the film mo ing another one. While there a re \vhen Leigh was a child. During and Leigh's acting. The make
ow if! can figure out how Kim
fast enough the audien e will not flaws (some of them rather big), the course of the movie we dis- their characters so painfully real Basinger has managed to get roles
notice that nothing is really hap- Kathy Bates ' and Jermifer Jason cover all the details surrounding that you sit there entranced. ot in good movies like Batman,
pening. Considering that I was Leigh's performances in Dolor s this earlier death and its impact by the story, but by them. They
ever Say Never Again and The
Claiborne are definitely worth on the present.
are also smart enough perfornl itting in a theater where 0
alural I will be completel satatching.
The story is inconsequential, ers not to do too much for any isfied. But I guess you can't
ONE laughed at all during the
Dolores Ciaiborile is based which is the movie's biggest scene. They only show just the have everything.
mo ie (and this wa upposed to
be a comed ), it's ob ious that on a Stephen King nove l and .
like most of his storie . is set up
both assumptions were se ere l,
cast crinlinals that he is. I asked learned classical English. notthat
in Maine. The story begin s with GUY from 11
misguided.
Mark why he did it and I swear to strange dialect he seems to have
ow. for Dolor s Claiborne. an old woman falling down the wen t so far as to sha e h is head God he .sa id, "D 'ya loik dar picked up.
[wasreadingo erm pa t couple stairs to her death. Dolores is the completel , making him look shrimp on d ' ya bahbie!" I don ' t
Doug Onley also took the
of column and 'Y as beginning prime suspect because of an eyemore like the descendant of out- know about you guys . but I plunge and got a reall y butch
to orr that rna, be I '" as too witness and because Dolores
hair-cut, but unlike the sort of
hard to please. 0 far this emes- stands to inherit $1.6 million from
cool aspects of Danny and Mark' s
new heads , Doug ' s hair j ust
makes him look more sill than
usual. Informed sources tell me
that Doug got the haircut because he wanted to counter-balance that who le lamp-in-thecarrel thing and make himself a
little more attractive to women.
Peter Owen, up'on seeing the new
Doug do, responded . " I thin k
he ' s kind of cute." Righ t pew ,
Doug, wrong church. Unless
you want to start getting even
longer and smokier glances from
Steve Chin, I' d suggest that you
go back to the drawing board .
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Take a study break! --

.
Call Domino's, relax and enjoy_

229-8885

220-3770

Sen ing William & rlar)'

Serving Colonial \Villi amsburg

r--------7--------.
I
1
I
I

Sub
Meal

1

Lunch
Special

I

:1_-'--___
$5 99----.- :.1_______
$6 99 :I
I GET A 12" SUB OF YOUR 1 A MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA I
I CHOICE, A BAG OF CHIPS AND 1AND 2 COKES OR DIET COKES. I

I

A COKE OR DIET COKE

1

Offer va lid 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

I
I
I

Who is this malcontent, pictured here with Katherine
Cross '9 1? Cross told us that although the gentleman
appeared with his sign every da y for several weeks, nobody cared to ask what his grievance was.

PSF from 2
working in the public interest field
is small enough without turning
away those who are so dedicated.
Through the Amicus' series
on PSF stipend recipients. you
can see how the Ii es of clients
have been touched by M-W students .
The under-represented segments of society. faced with bud-

get-slashing of most government
programs. is more dependent that
e er on organizations like PSF.
(See Lezelle Dugger's story in
this issue).
To thank the law school community for its support, PSF will
be holding the infamous Chili
Cook-Off on Thursday, April 6
in the lounge and courtya rd . The
re elry begins at - p. m. Entrants
should drop a note by Tuesda .

ote to my devoted readership:
The next issue will feature the
last Ask Mr. Smart Guy ever, and
if there are any burning questions to which you need a reliable answer, or any nagging
problem requiring sound, solid
advice, drop your lellers in the
Amicus hanging file. I'll then
pass it along to someone who
can give you all that right before
I sit down and make up a load of
offensive and near-libelous shit
about people I can 't stand and
who probably don '[ like me a
whole hell ofa lot, either.
April 4 to IL Mike Grable, including their names, their chi li 's
name, and whether they can provide their own crock pot: Priz\,!s
wi ll be awarded .
Pledge Week begins with a
pizza give-away, sponsored by
PSF and Bar/Bri Bar Re iew at
oon in the lobby. So please be
generous during the week so PSF
can be generous in return to your
fellow students.

